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Introduction
derek Allen, writing in 1971, commented that the Flat Linear potin coinage traditionally
associated with Kent and the tribal grouping commonly referred to as the Cantiaci or Cantii
deserved a more thorough treatment. This had resulted in his seminal work on the classification of the series, which until that time had received very little attention and defied all rational
attempts at classification.1 The first, very limited efforts at producing any sort of classification
for these primitive looking but varied coins had been undertaken more than a century earlier
by Sir John Evans, who numbered eight different varieties, several of which he had acquired.2
Apart from an unpublished attempt at classification by Major Percy Powell-Cotton in 1923,
from observations made while sorting through the large hoard found on the family estate at
Quex Park, Birchington, Thanet, Kent in 1853, during which he noted twenty-three separate
varieties,3 no further attempts were made until 1936, when Allen proposed that these coins
could be divided on the basis of whether they were on large or small flans into what he called
Classes I and II.4 This has formed the basis of their study to this day.
A basic system, based on the direction of the head and bull and whether the head contained
an eye-pellet or not (hereafter termed ‘sighted’ and ‘blind’), was used by Robert Carson in a
short note following the discovery of the Sunbury hoard.5 This methodology was expanded by
Michael Dolley in his report on the Snettisham potin hoard.6 Dolley stated that his classification had been deliberately left as flexible as possible because he thought it likely that additional varieties would come to light among future finds, a position which has since been fully
vindicated. Allen, however, regarded Dolley’s system as very difficult to use, something with
which the present writer would concur, particularly as errors are evident in Dolley’s text as a
result of the complicated methodology used.7 Allen instead devised the system which has
remained in place since 1971, namely that Class I coins can be divided into types A–L, and
those of the smaller sized Class II into types M–P. Colin Haselgrove, using Allen’s terminology,
coalesced these into groups, series and classes for the purpose of simplification and analysis
but made no attempt at a full reclassification.8 More recently, Robert Van Arsdell separated
the coins into five groups based on changes in production methods but, although including
several types unknown to Allen, this was less comprehensive and more selective than Allen’s
system and is unsuitable for producing accurate hoard and site-find lists.9 The most recent
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catalogue of British Iron Age coins, Ancient British Coins, lists only a selection of Flat Linear
potins and makes no attempt at detailed classification.10
Although Allen’s system, on the whole, worked relatively well for a number of years, it has
come under increasing strain because of the huge number of new discoveries, including previously unknown types, in the last forty years, particularly since the advent of hobby metaldetecting. The recent rediscovery of the Birchington hoard and a new hoard found during
archaeological excavations close to the North Foreland, also on Thanet, in 1999, led the writer
to conclude that the only way forward was the development of a new classification.11 It soon
became evident that these hoards were impossible to properly classify using Allen’s system,
with numerous unrecorded types present. Summary lists were prepared during recording of
the hoard contents but subsequent cross-checking revealed just how difficult the task was
under the existing system, as a number of corrections had to be made to the initial lists.
A thorough review of Allen’s classification has revealed inaccuracies in some of the line
drawings which accompany his 1971 paper. Additional lines that are not part of the design, but
rather appear to be no more than casting flaws within the mould and/or striation lines, appear
on several drawings. The model used for F5 is incorrectly drawn and is another example of F7.
Similarly, J7 is also incorrectly drawn and does not exist in the form shown. A study of the
coin used as the model for Allen E – a unique type – showed that the exergual crescents illustrated do not exist, and it is actually a minor variant of D2 which is paralleled elsewhere.
Further problems arise with types which are effectively duplicates (e.g. C5/D2, F1/F4) and
others that may not exist (F2 and F3).
Potin is a French word for cast coins produced from similar high-tin copper alloys found in
Gaul. It is retained here. Although they are technically cast bronzes, ‘potin’ is a more convenient term to use and, as Allen noted, some of the other suggested terms are either long-winded
or incorrect.12 ‘Tin coinage’ was used by Evans and later Allen, and ‘tin money’ was used by
Powell-Cotton in the absence of any alternative at the time. We will never know what they were
called by their users, which also applies to the modern use of ‘stater’ for the larger Iron Age
gold denomination.13 The term ‘Flat Linear’ to describe these coins, which serves to distinguish
them from those of the preceding Kentish Primary series,14 was first employed by Haselgrove.15
A search of the online Celtic Coin Index (CCI) as it currently stands (terminating at 04.2661)
revealed an approximate total of 1,165 Flat Linear potins, the precise total being difficult to
determine because of occasional cases where a coin is listed more than once (e.g. 97.1164/1165,
showing obverse and reverse of the same coin; or 84.0104/00.0693, where a coin has been
entered twice some years apart) or where the CCI entry shows the obverse and reverse of two
different coins (e.g. 61.0631). Later CCI entries include more than 120 further single finds. The
previously unrecorded part of the Birchington hoard and the entire North Foreland hoard
have recently been allocated CCI references, adding another 528 coins, bringing the total with
CCI references to more than 1,800.16 In addition to these there are more than forty entries in
the metal detectorist UKDFD online database and some 125 new single finds (not including
those also recorded by the CCI and/or UKDFD) plus three hoards, including Thurnham, in
the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) database.17 The writer has records of more than 200
coins that are not yet in either the CCI or the PAS. These are a mixture of antiquarian finds,
records without photographs and recent finds from metal detecting and archaeological excavations. Arrears which have arisen within the CCI over the last few years and the difficulty of
searching the PAS database in the same way as the online CCI mean that the exact number
of Flat Linear potins currently known is uncertain, but it is about 2,900, of which the CCI
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contains a little more than 60 per cent. Several other hoards have yet to be allocated CCI
references, notably Sunbury, Thurnham and part of Snettisham.18
Methodology of the new classification system
The time, then, has arrived for the entire Flat Linear potin series to be revisited and a full
reclassification undertaken. Allen’s system, while basically sound in 1971 despite the flaws
mentioned above, is no longer fit for purpose. Many further types and varieties unknown in
1971 have since come to light, perhaps most spectacularly the Thurnham type, named after
the (unpublished) hoard where it was first noted. Furthermore, a search of the CCI records
revealed a number of inaccuracies and inconsistencies in the identifications, with some varieties erroneously listed under as many as three different types. The new classification proposed
here pays homage to Allen in that it is to some extent based on his methodology, but new ways
of interpreting that methodology, aimed at removing the inconsistencies, form an important
part of the system.
The first issue to be considered is the type of reference system to be used. It was soon evident that Allen’s system could not be adapted because of the problems already mentioned.
Using the same method would, for example, generate a new type F4 to replace the existing
one, inevitably causing confusion. An attempt was initially made to turn round Allen’s system
by using a number followed by a letter but was soon abandoned because it would not allow for
the insertion of any new types into their correct place in the series.
The system proposed here replaces Allen’s two classes (I and II) and fifteen types (A–P), by
splitting the series into seven groups, each of which can be divided into subgroups, types, subtypes and variants. Coins of Allen’s Class I fall within Groups A to F while those of Class II
are all Group G, with his fifty-one varieties being reorganised and substantially expanded.
This allows each variety to be classified within its relevant group and type, providing a greater
degree of flexibility for incorporating future discoveries, which is one of the principal aims,
although, over time, a degree of displacement within individual groups and types is inevitable,
as happens with any classification system, however much future-proofing is incorporated. No
system can ever be regarded as entirely foolproof and the discovery of a totally unexpected
major new type, such as the Thurnham type, will always have the potential for disruption.
An example of how the references used in the new system are composed can be shown using
Allen GA, the Three Dot type. This forms a specific subgroup within Group C. All the known
examples have both the head and bull facing left, which is classified as type C4/1. It has one
subtype containing three minor reverse variants. Type C4/1–1a is broken down as follows:
C)
4)
1)
1)
a)

The third group within the series.
The fourth subgroup within Group C.
The first type within subgroup C4.
The first subtype within type C4/1.
The first variant within subtype C4/1–1.

The third (type) character is based on the direction of the head and the bull. There are a maximum of nine directional types within a subgroup, each allocated a fixed number throughout
the series, ranging from both sides facing left (1) through to both sides being indeterminate
(9). A Three Dot type showing the bull laterally reversed from type C4/1 would be classified as
type C4/2; if instead the head faced right, it would become C4/3; and if both the head and bull
faced right, then it would be type C4/4.19 Types C4/5 to C4/9 would be applicable if either the
head or the bull faced in an indeterminate direction, although in practice such degenerate
features are largely confined to Group G. The new system thus allocates pre-determined spaces
18
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19
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into which previously unrecorded types can be slotted, enabling them to remain within their
correct subgroup. Attempts to place the direction of the head and bull in a more prominent
manner within the references failed, partly because of the increased likelihood of errors but
mostly because the coherence of the system could not be maintained, the arbitrary directions
of the designs being subservient to the stylistic development.
The purpose of the fourth character is to allow the addition of further subtypes of C4/1,
either obverse or reverse, such as one displaying an eye ring around the pellet triad, which
would become C4/1–2 etc. The final character relates to variants within specific subtypes.
TABLE 1. Number of subgroups, types, subtypes and variants in each group.
Group

Subgroups

Types

Subtypes

Variants

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Total

2
6
5
7
5
4
4
33

4
12
5
11
10
9
8
59

6
25
6
21
24
28
18
128

13
47
14
47
46
53
28
248

Table 1 shows the number of subgroups, types, subtypes and variants in each group. A
catalogue section is included as an appendix (Appendix A) to this paper, and gives further
information on the construction and use of the references (see pp. 42–55). The different levels
of identification outlined in the catalogue introduction are designed to be usable to as wide
an audience as possible, from beginner to experienced numismatist. It is intended that the
descriptions and the accompanying line drawings in Appendix B should be used in conjunction to enable as full an identification as possible, and the references are designed in such a
way as to leave the system workable even if not used to its fullest extent.
If the user is uncertain exactly which variety they have, it is easy enough to abbreviate the
reference as appropriate. The standard direction indicator immediately enables the options to
be substantially reduced: for example, if your coin has both the head and bull facing right, then
you know that the type number will end with a ‘4’, e.g. E3/4 (while bearing in mind the possibility that you may have a previously unrecorded type such as C4/4). Experience has shown that
it is usually possible to identify to subtype level with little difficulty, particularly with the aid of
the catalogue. For example, if you are unsure if a coin is E3/4–2a, b or c, as long as you can see
that it is type E3/4–2 it should be listed as such. If still uncertain, a general, shortened format
based on the type number wherever possible, e.g. E3/4, is the best standardised option and is
adequate for most people. This will still allow for easy comparison between different groups of
coins.
Even coins that are incomplete or poorly preserved can often be quite easily classified.
Although there will always be occasions when a coin is too fragmentary, corroded, or so
poorly cast as to render it unidentifiable beyond saying that it is Group A to F uncertain, it
will usually be possible to classify a coin to at least a group. Most will be identifiable to at least
subgroup or type level even if no further, although inevitably some will fall into an ‘either/or’
category. For example, of 363 coins in the Sunbury hoard, 315 have been identified to at least
type and many to variant level. Of the remaining 48, 3 are identified to a definite subgroup, 11
to either/or subgroup, 5 to definite group, 17 to either/or group, and 12 are only identifiable as
‘A>F’, i.e. Group A to F uncertain. Virtually the entire Birchington hoard has been identified
to type, as has over 90 per cent of the Snettisham hoard, and in both cases, nearly all the
contents have been identified to at least subtype level.
Consideration was also given to the relative chronology of the types in order to establish a
coherent sequence. Although detailed stratigraphic evidence remains frustratingly elusive (see
below, p. 10), stylistic links between different types enable some attempt to be made to establish
a more accurate sequence. For example, there is no reason why Allen D cannot come before C,
which may be viewed as a more logical progression from Allen A, the designs deteriorating
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over a period of perhaps several years. Allen’s sequence, with C before D, suggests a very rapid
initial deterioration in the designs (C) before an improvement (D). Both types appear to have
been produced by the same method, but are quite different from subsequent types, when the
manufacturing process had been modified. A more likely scenario is that Allen C split from D
at some point at a certain production site(s) before degrading into an evolutionary dead end,
while the main Allen D sequence developed into the later types.20 This is supported by the
metrology and the fact that the earliest Allen D types clearly copy A types before themselves
being copied by C types. An early type within Group C (C2/1–1) shows evidence of Allen C
typology in the derivation of the obverse.
In broad terms, the suggested re-sequencing of Allen’s types is (Class I) A, D, C, F, G, J, K,
H and L; (Class II) M, O and P. Types B, E and N have been eliminated as not being substantive
types in their own right. The overall situation is however far more complex than this basic
representation might suggest. There is no evidence of a simple linear progression from one end
of the series to the other and overlapping of types seems much more likely, with certain types
perhaps linked to particular geographical locations, as suggested by Haselgrove.21 Allen believed
that some J types probably overlapped with F, G and H, a view now confirmed by the expanded
number of varieties within these types, which display numerous stylistic links, although type H
can now be seen as directly linked to type L, with which it is probably contemporary rather
than, as Allen believed, being some years earlier.22 A concordance between the proposed new
groups and Allen’s system is shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2. Concordance of Holman Groups and Allen Types
Holman Group

Allen Type

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

A
C, D
F1–4, GA, GB
F5–7, GC, J1, J5
J2–4, K
H, J6–7, L, M2 (part of)
M (remainder), O, P

Fig. 1 shows the different appearance of the hoard profiles under both the old and new
systems. The jagged appearance of the histogram for Allen’s system, with its misleading
impression of a hiatus in the hoarding process for types H and particularly K, has now been
replaced by a smoother transition between the groups. Comparison of the hoards becomes
clearer and more coherent under the new system. The hoards shown have been successfully
catalogued using the new system as part of the research for this paper and the individual
results will be published separately in due course.
Inevitably, it has proved impossible to split all groups and types in exactly the same way. This
results in what appear to be inconsistencies that are necessary to properly reflect the different
types of variability within groups and types over time. Greater variety is generally to be found
on the reverse, perhaps because of the larger number of constituent parts forming the design.
The obverse has only the eye, neckline and head outline itself, particularly the face; the reverse
has the body, legs and tail of the bull, the crescents above, and an exergue, sometimes with an
exergual feature. Furthermore, because these coins are individually hand-made and cast rather
than struck with the use of prepared dies, the number of potential subvariants is enormous.23
Attempting to detail the series to the same level as a thorough die study is probably futile, given
that a minor subvariant could occur through something as simple as the moneyer sneezing
while preparing the design, causing a slight but unintended change in that design. On the plus
side, one advantage of cast coinage is that the entire design on both obverse and reverse tends
20
This can also be seen within the Kentish Primary series, one branch of which developed into the early Flat Linear types,
while another terminated with a crude ‘blob and line’ design.
21
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Comparison of hoards under Allen and Holman systems

to be on the flan, in contrast to struck coinage, where the dies are almost invariably larger than
the flans and several clear specimens may be needed to reconstruct the full designs.
That the moneyers were capable of innovation is seen to good effect on the Three Dot type
and, particularly, the Thurnham type. In the case of the latter, although it has a design unlike
any other in the series, it has certain affinities found in Group C and has been placed there.
While there are a number of types which appear to be one-offs, there are also types which
show a gradual but obvious evolution within which there are no clear dividing lines, most
notably type C3/1. The earliest types here are relatively rough in style, with the legs of the bull
being noticeably apart, but they evolve almost imperceptibly into neater flans and designs with
the legs eventually joining. This soon became very noticeable during the recording of the
many specimens in the Birchington hoard and, to reflect this evolution, this type has been split
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into subtypes C3/1–1 and C3/1–2 for the rough and neat styles respectively. It has also been
noted that C3/1–1 coins sometimes have an irregular axis, i.e. other than 90 or 270 degrees,
something far less in evidence among C3/1–2 coins.
Complications of a different nature arise in Groups D, E and F, where the same reverses can
be married to both blind and sighted obverses. These in turn can have closed or open noses and
face profiles which may or may not be detached from the rest of the head. It is likely that a
number of blind coins were in fact intended to be sighted but the obverse pellet has failed to
cast. Such coins have been split at the subtype rather than the variant stage to avoid the need
for an unwieldy sixth character in the reference system. For example, F2/3–1c and F2/3–2c have
been used in preference to F2/3–1ca and F2/3–1cb for, respectively, a type with both blind and
sighted obverses linked to the same reverse. Similarly, a detached face version of F2/3–9b would
be allocated the next available character within that sequence, i.e. F2/3–9c, not F2/3–9bb.
Fig. 2, based on the contents of the hoards referred to in Fig. 1, demonstrates the initial
reduction in mean weight between Groups B and E, while mean diameters initially remained
fairly constant before a gradual decline, the coins becoming thinner over time. Group E is of
comparable dimensions to Group D, but in Group F, although the weight standard remained
comparable with Groups D and E, the diameters were further reduced. With the introduction
of Group G both weight and, particularly, diameter reduced sharply. Although there is no
hoard evidence for Group A, the indications are that these lie to the right of Group B, i.e. they
are of similar diameter but slightly heavier.
The24principal benefit to follow on from the creation of a more comprehensive system is that
it has become possible to reclassify the coins already recorded by the CCI, etc., and to classify
coins from as yet unpublished hoards in the same way so that their contents can be clearly
discerned and compared. It is then possible to produce more accurate distribution maps and

Fig. 2.

Plot of mean diameters and weights of subgroups24

24
Based on contents of North Foreland, Birchington (Quex Park), Sunbury, Snettisham and Takeley (Stansted Airport
Catering Site) hoards; subgroups containing fewer than three coins not included. Only complete coins have been used for the
weights, whereas all coins from which the diameter can be measured have been used, whether complete or not. No data is available
for Group A.
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narrow down the likely production areas of at least some types. Preliminary investigation has
already revealed the existence of copies within Group G that appear to have a North Thames
origin, strengthening the long-held view that Allen Class II may be partly a North Thames coinage.25 Similarly, certain Group D types appear to have a close association with Thanet, Kent;
type F2/1 has a particularly Kentish distribution; and type F3/3 occurs much more frequently
outside Kent than within it.
Changes in distribution and the increased spread of the coinage over time are evident.
Group A has an almost wholly Kentish distribution, and Group B is particularly concentrated
in the east of the county, although the latter has a greater number of findspots across the
Home Counties. The distribution of Groups C, D and E is broadly similar and more dispersed
than the preceding groups, although the number of findspots is somewhat reduced as coins of
these groups are principally found in hoards rather than as single finds. By contrast, Group F,
although also common in hoards, is known from a considerable number of single finds scattered across the whole of south-east England and indeed beyond, even as far away as Somerset
and Yorkshire, indicating significantly increased usage and acceptance, and it may be no coincidence that it is at this time that stratified coins begin to appear in the archaeological record
with greater frequency. Finally, Group G displays a similarly widely dispersed pattern, with
more single finds and a significant number of findspots north of the Thames, while still being
more numerous in Kent. Distribution maps are included in the discussion of the groups. It
should be borne in mind that gaps in the London area are principally the result of urban
development making it impossible to search in those areas, with many of the finds coming
from the River Thames, and any such gaps should therefore be treated with caution. The most
obvious gap in south-east England is the area covered by the Weald, which was very sparsely
settled because of dense forest cover and poor soils unsuitable for cultivation.
What do the coins depict and what distinguishes the groups?
Throughout the series the designs represent the head of Apollo on the obverse and a bull with
MA above and exergual line below on the reverse, ultimately derived from struck bronze coins
of Massalia (Marseilles), possibly through Gaulish intermediaries, both of which are known
from Britain. Degeneration increased over time, albeit with the occasional divergence towards
an improved appearance, notably with the short-lived Thurnham type. The latest coins in
Group G bear little resemblance to their ultimate prototype, having devolved into little more
than a circle and pellet for the head and a box-like structure for the bull. It must be wondered
if the metal-workers responsible for their production themselves knew what they were depicting. Nowadays, those unfamiliar with these coins not infrequently fail to comprehend what is
represented and it is not uncommon to see upside-down photographs and drawings.
Groups A to F
Other than a small number of types within Groups A and B which retain signs of their derivation from the Kentish Primary series in the form of their relatively dumpy flans, these coins
are characterised by broad, flat flans slowly reducing in weight and size over time. They are
mostly very distinct from those of the smaller and cruder Group G coins, although there is a
degree of blurring at the interface. The earlier issues are often quite rough in appearance, usually
have blind heads and a bull of curvilinear form. From Group C onwards, the coins take on a
neater appearance, and sighted heads increasingly appear in Groups D, E and F, although still
with the occasional blind type. The lines representing the bull gradually become straighter and
more stylised.
A series of scarce coins, with dumpy flans, designs in relief, and relatively heavy metrology,
are characterised by their resemblance to the Kentish Primary series, but the axis is usually 90
or 270 degrees, in common with most Flat Linear types, rather than the 45 or 60 degree axis
25

Haselgrove 1988, 117.
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found on most Kentish Primary coins. Although generally not yet of recognisably linear form,
they display early elements of Flat Linear design. They are regarded by the writer as a
Transitional group between the Kentish Primary and Flat Linear series and, being more
closely linked typologically to the latter stages of the Kentish Primary series than the first
group of the Flat Linear series, they have been excluded from the current study. When the
more than 2,100 coins in the Thurrock hoard are eventually cleaned and fully catalogued, it is
expected to become clearer where exactly these coins fit within the sequence.
Group G
Coins of Group G are distinct from those of Groups A to F on the basis of size, having undergone a reduction in diameter, and are particularly crude and dumpy in appearance. The central pellets on both sides are now frequently a significant feature of the design, although they
can vary in size even between obverse and reverse of the same coin and are still very occasionally absent. A small number of coins at the very end of Group F and beginning of Group G
fall into a borderline category, in much the same way as trying to decide between Æ3 and Æ4
for fourth-century Roman coins with irregular flans, although a consistent change in axis has
been noted at this juncture.
As mentioned above, the possibility that some Group G types were produced north of the
Thames rather than in their traditionally assumed home of Kent has been floated for a number
of years. Using the new classification, it can be seen that one Group G issue (type G4/6), a
variant of Allen P1 not previously recognised as a distinct type in its own right, was indeed
probably produced in that area. Only one of the provenanced specimens is from Kent, and
that from the far north-west. The distribution of this type suggests that it may have originated
in the west Essex/east Hertfordshire region, presumably copying existing types that were
spreading into that area in greater numbers than before.
This is a convenient juncture at which to challenge the notion that all Flat Linear potin
hoards are either Allen Class I or Class II but never mixed. An alleged mixed hoard from
Deal, Kent has never been proved.26 It should be remembered that this classificatory distinction is an artificial modern creation: Class I (late Group F) develops into Class II (early Group
G) as part of a natural progression and a number of coins are inevitably borderline under any
type-based classification system, as noted by Allen.27 No such system can be free of an imposed
distinction but a discrete group of ten coins in the Takeley hoard can be seen to belong to the
end of Class I (subgroup F4), immediately prior to a change in production technique which
resulted in coins of reduced size (Group G).28 Takeley may therefore be regarded as a mixed
hoard, if indeed mixed is the right word; rather, it conveniently falls at the point where a major
change occurred.
Chronology of the series
It is now generally accepted that the production of Flat Linear potins started in the second
half of the second century BC and terminated around the middle of the first century BC.29 An
early dating was first proposed by Allen, although he later regarded his Class II (Group G)
types as belonging to the first few decades AD, based to some extent on a failure to recognise
the concept of residuality on continuously occupied sites.30 The chronology of Flat Linear
potins has since been examined principally by Haselgrove, who has also considered the dating
of the Kentish Primary series, which has a direct impact on the chronology of the Flat Linear
series.31
26
27
28
29
30
31

Haselgrove 1995, 123.
Allen 1971, 132.
Records made by author.
Colin Haselgrove (pers. comm.) considers that the earliest Flat Linear issues may be nearer the mid second century BC.
Allen 1938; Allen 1971, 139–40.
Haselgrove 1988, 103–10; 1995, 119–23; 2006, 19–21; Gruel and Haselgrove 2007, 252–5.
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Coins from the earlier Flat Linear phases are notoriously rare in secure primary contexts.
The earliest potential such find, a Group A issue (SF 8610; type A2/1-1), was excavated from
the upper fill of a pit on an Iron Age settlement site near Birchington, Kent associated with
flint-gritted pottery dated to the Middle Iron Age, probably no later than the second century
BC.32 The excavator, however, considers that the top of the relevant context was cut by a later
Iron Age ditch and that the coin may have been deposited in the ditch rather than the pit and
is thus intrusive, although the fact that it came from the bottom of the context suggests that it
was most likely deposited in the pit. This implies that Flat Linear production was already
under way some time before the beginning of the first century BC, which in turn would confirm the wholly second century BC dating of the Kentish Primary series. Despite being
amongst the commonest single finds, Group B types are rarely found in secure contexts.33 It is
only with the advent of Group F that potins begin to appear in any number in stratified contexts and even then, many contexts are demonstrably later than the coins are likely to be, right
down to the Roman Conquest, although how much of this is the result of residuality as
opposed to continuing use in some capacity is, as ever, hard to determine.
Three recent major excavations in Kent have produced a number of potins but most are
residual in later contexts or unstratified and provide little assistance in refining the absolute
chronology of the series. Residuality is well illustrated by excavations on the site of the Roman
villa at Folkestone, which have confirmed the existence of a pre-existing major late Iron Age
settlement and probable trading port here. A total of fifteen Flat Linear potins was recovered,
but all are residual, along with numerous other Iron Age coins (including several Kentish
Primary potins) and large quantities of contemporary pottery, much of which is likely to have
been inadvertently removed from primary contexts by later activity.34 Similarly, of twenty-six
Flat Linear potins found during excavations ahead of the construction of the East Kent
Access Road near Ramsgate, only three were in sealed pre-Conquest contexts, and none of
these help to refine the dating.35
A recently published site near Gravesend produced several Group F potins from the lower
fills of pits, seemingly ritually deposited and associated with much contemporary material. A
radiocarbon date for one of the relevant fills gave a date no later than 40 BC,36 suggesting that
the coin it contained (SF 486; type F1/3) was in a primary context.37 A similar result was
obtained from a deposit in another pit, immediately above another coin-bearing layer.38 By
inference most if not all of the other similarly deposited coins date to around the same period.
Even so, this merely helps to confirm the general date of the early Group F coins and does not
assist in refining the chronology.
Until recently, Group G coins were still regarded as mostly dating from after the mid-first
century BC. However, the discovery of four such coins at the oppidum of Corent, France indicates that they were probably already in existence by c.50 BC and it has been suggested that
these, along with a few Group F types, may have been taken back to Gaul by Caesar’s soldiers.39
If correct, this pushes the dating of Group G back to at least the mid-50s BC – and this for the
later, single-crescent issues – although there is no reason why they could not have continued to
be made for a few years afterwards. It also has clear implications for the dating of the Group F
types.
Peter Couldrey, pers. comm.
Haselgrove 1995, 126.
34
Keith Parfitt, pers. comm.
35
Cooke and Holman 2015.
36
Allen et al. 2012, 182, 286–8.
37
There is a 66.1% chance that the date is between 200 and 90 cal BC and about 80% that it is before 90 cal BC but there is
a further peak around 70–60 BC. Again, the related ceramic assemblage is largely Middle Iron Age in character. Colin Haselgrove
(pers. comm.) notes that a lot of coins come from contexts in which only Middle Iron Age pottery is present, which could as well
be second century BC as any later date.
38
This coin (SF 452) is illegible and cannot be identified beyond stating that it is Group E or, more probably, Group F. There
is about a 60% chance the date of the sample is between 120 and 40 cal BC. This pit contained some Late Iron Age pottery but
Colin Haselgrove (pers. comm.) notes that this may still date from the early first century BC.
39
Gruel and Haselgrove 2007, 256–8.
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While the absolute chronology remains problematic, some headway has been made with
the relative chronology, mostly as a result of hoard recording, while bearing in mind the
potential regionalisation of certain types. The earliest Flat Linear hoard is North Foreland,
which terminates in Group D, with the Group E types common at Birchington conspicuous
by their absence. This is followed by Boxley,40 which terminates in Group E, and then
Birchington, which has a very small Group F element. The hoards in the Thames Valley all
primarily consist of Group F types, as does Snettisham, suggesting a burst of hoard activity
away from the Kentish homeland, whether or not linked, at least in part, to a specific event
such as the incursion by Caesar or inter-tribal conflict, or even, in the case of the Thames
deposits, as votive offerings to a riverine deity in response to a major flooding episode such
as occurred in early 2014. These are followed by Takeley,41 where the transition from Group
F to G is evident, and finally by New Addington,42 which is currently the only known wholly
Group G hoard and which includes some of the latest types. One other feature of the hoards
is the absence of any Group A issues apart from at Thurnham, where they comprise less than
one per cent of the total,43 and possibly Birchington,44 perhaps providing further emphasis
on the mutual exclusivity of Kentish Primary and Flat Linear potins in hoards.45
Other refinements in the relative chronology can be followed with the change from Group
A to Group B, the Group B degeneration and the change from rough to neater flans during
Group C. Exactly how the groups are arranged internally is impossible to say other than in a
general way: for example, the change from curvilinear towards straight-lined bulls can be followed in Group E and early Group F. Finally, the archaeological contexts in which the coins
have been found clearly demonstrate that Allen’s sequence was broadly correct if viewed in
terms of phases rather than individual types.46
Exactly when the Kentish struck bronze issues began to be produced, which is probably
closely linked to the cessation of potin production,47 is also bedevilled by uncertainty, but a
date of c.50–40 BC is entirely reasonable. How long potins continued in circulation, in whatever format, is unclear because of the residuality problems mentioned above. In general terms,
the groups can perhaps be dated as shown in Table 3, although an error margin of plus or
minus ten years at either end of each date range might be considered prudent. As shown above,
there is very little indication of the absolute dating of the earlier groups, and even the later
groups, for which there is some evidence, cannot be accepted with certainty. It may even be that
the series commenced before c.125 BC, but it is unlikely that it will ever be possible to arrive at
a precise date, and the dates given should only be accepted as notional ranges based on the
currently very limited evidence. It should also be noted that these date ranges do not infer continual production at a consistent level; production was almost certainly very intermittent, which
TABLE 3. Notional date range for each group
Group

Suggested date range

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

c.125/120–115/110 BC
c.115/110–105/100 BC
c.105/100–95/90 BC
c.95/90–85/80 BC
c.85/80–75/70 BC
c.75/70–60/55 BC
c.60/55–50/45 BC

Holman 2012.
Van Arsdell and Northover 2004.
Fitzpatrick 1991.
43
All of the hoards referred to have either been recorded under the new system or have been converted to new references as
far as possible. Only part of the Thurnham hoard is currently in an identifiable condition.
44
BMC 667, the provenance of which is given as Birchington (Hobbs 1996, 82). No Group A types are present among the
509 coins in the Powell-Cotton Museum, Birchington, and the veracity of the provenance of BMC 667 may be open to question.
45
For example, Haselgrove 2006, 19.
46
Haselgrove 1995, 121–3.
47
Haselgrove 1988, 5.
40
41
42
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may also be indicated by the high number of varieties identified as a proportion of the total
known number of coins. Whereas some types are known in considerable numbers, notably type
C3/1, others are extremely rare or even unique, suggesting periods of high and low output.
Possible parallel production may further complicate matters.
The number of known coins from each group is reasonably consistent, with the exception
of Groups A and F, which have significantly fewer and more examples respectively (Fig. 3).
The lack of Group A coins can perhaps be accounted for by the current lack of any hoards
containing large numbers of them, but Group F is common both in hoards and as single finds.
There are differences between the hoards and the single finds, with hoarding of the middle
phase coins particularly prevalent, which will be investigated during the writing up of the
hoard reports (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3.

Each group as a proportion of the total corpus

The dates proposed in Table 3 suggest that much of the Flat Linear series, at least Groups
B to F, is broadly contemporary with the long-running Gallo-Belgic Ca gold issues, with
which they share a not dissimilar distribution.48 There are grounds for considering that John
Sills’s dating for the Kentish Primary series,49 also based on a comparable distribution to
Gallo-Belgic Ca, is too late and they are more likely to be contemporary with Gallo-Belgic A
and B.
Related aspects of the coinage
In order further to elucidate the reasoning behind the new classification and what else it might
in due course reveal, a number of questions relating to the production and use of potins need
to be considered. Who was responsible for them, how they were used and how they were made
are all potential factors in the classification and geographical differentiation of the series. It is
48
49

Sills 2003, 328–33.
Sills 2003, 347–8.
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Proportions of single finds and hoard coins in each group

to be hoped that the extended typology will in time allow further discussion of these points
and enable some aspects of this coinage to become clearer.
Who was responsible for the production of potin coins and where were they produced?
Despite the variation seen throughout the series, it may reasonably be assumed that potin
coins could not officially be produced by any metal-worker at a time of his own choosing, but
were issued under the control of some form of overseeing authority. Strict laws existed in
Anglo-Saxon England against the production of coinage in unauthorised places and there is
no reason to suppose that this was much different during the Iron Age, particularly where gold
and silver coins were concerned but also, by extension, potins.50 The identification of such an
authority is problematic given the lack of documentary or epigraphic evidence or any firm
material evidence and several levels of society may have been responsible to a greater or lesser
extent. This question is also impacted by the availability and distribution of the metal sources
required.
Some coin types in Gaul can be linked to a specific area or even site, suggesting that separate pagi within a larger tribal grouping may each have had their own minting rights. In Kent,
despite an attempt to divide the county into provinces separated by the major rivers,51 this is
less obvious: the general uniformity of Flat Linear potins, at least compared with the very
considerable variety of design seen in Gaulish types, suggests a greater degree of high-level
control over what was acceptable to be produced. Control of the coinage is also hinted at by
the distribution of Group G potins in east Kent, where their circulation appears to have been
more heavily and deliberately restricted than anything before or after.52 The relative scarcity of
Group F types on Thanet is also noticeable. Who, then, may have been responsible for this?

50
51
52

For example, Petersson 1969, 265.
Holman 2000.
Holman 2005, 27.
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Based on the later appearance of names on struck coinage, some of whom refer to themselves as kings, the first person to consider is the tribal leader, whether or not he be regarded as
a king. This immediately runs into problems as one has to consider which tribal leader. Caesar
refers to four kings in Kent at the time of his incursion in 54 BC,53 so coin production could
have been authorised by any of these individually, all of them collectively, by two or three acting in unison, or indeed by none of them.54 Nor is it known if these kings were of equal rank
or if there was a senior/junior arrangement comparable with the much later Roman ranks of
Augustus and Caesar. The earlier claim by Caesar that a Gaulish ruler named Diviciacus had
previously controlled (at least parts of) Britain may further complicate matters if correct.55
Another possibility is that production was left in the hands of trusted and responsible local
chieftains or magistrates a step further down in status, or maybe those with religious authority.
The inscriptions arcantodan and vergobret seen on some Gaulish coins (e.g. LT 7159, 7166)
refer to positions of magistrate rank and, indeed, an inscription from Argentomagus refers to
a vergobret making a sacrifice.56
It remains the case that, unlike in Gaul, no site has yet been located in Britain where it can
be said with certainty that potin coins were being produced, although there are several strong
candidates based on the number of recorded finds of Flat Linear potins, notably Canterbury
and Folkestone.57 Allen’s suggestion of a single workshop being largely responsible now seems
highly unlikely in view of the considerably expanded number of different types and varieties,
and production most probably occurred at a number of places.58 Certain types may well have
been produced at a single location but other types produced contemporaneously are just as
likely to have emanated from a different workshop, perhaps some distance away. The possibility of copying of some types further afield has been considered above. Allen’s ‘vast heap of
broken moulds’ also remains elusive and nothing has yet come to light during archaeological
excavations which might be convincingly attributed to a stage in the production of potins.59
Production is likely to have been episodic rather than continuous, as has been noted for other
Iron Age coin series and ancient coins in general.60 Some types may have been produced over
a longer period than might be thought while others, judging from their considerable rarity,
could have easily been produced in the space of a single day as stand-alone batches.
Many types display a high degree of consistency with regard to their axis: most if not all the
examples of a particular type have an axis of either 90 degrees or 270 degrees, with a clear
preference for one over the other, and could be the products of specific mints. Although most
Group B types are consistent, a few have a variable or irregular axis, a feature seen more frequently in Group C, although the later types in that group are on the whole more regular.
From Group D onwards, most types maintain a consistent axis although variations still occur,
notably within type D6/1–2 and occasionally elsewhere in Groups E and F, e.g. E3/4–2b and
F2/3–2c, suggesting otherwise undefined separate batches within those types. This may be an
indication that more than one individual or mint was responsible for their production. Other
than in the Takeley hoard, a direct diameter/axis correlation within a particular sequence,
which helped to separate types F4/5 and G1/5, has not been noted.61

B.G. V, 22
Compare with multiple-name inscriptions on Corieltavian coins, e.g. Volisios Cartivel; or Cantian coins, e.g. Eppillus/
Anarevito.
55
B.G. II, 4.
56
For example, Delamarre 2003.
57
Holman 2005.
58
Allen 1971, 132.
59
Allen 1971, 127.
60
For example, Cottam 1999, 11; Bean 2000, 13.
61
All the examples of F4/5–1 in the Takeley hoard have an axis of 270 degrees and an average diameter of 14.5 mm or more,
whereas all the examples of G1/5–1a have an axis of 90 degrees and an average diameter of 14 mm or less. They can also be
separated on stylistic grounds.
53
54
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What was the use and function of potin coinage?
How potins were used – whether as a unit of account, medium of exchange or store of value
– and what their function was – trading currency, reckoning counters, temple offerings or
tokens – has been discussed elsewhere and need not be revisited in any depth here.62 However,
a number of points require further consideration.
Notwithstanding the general reduction in mean weights between Groups B and F demonstrated above, the considerable variability of weight within any particular type suggests that,
if each coin had a deemed value relative to the weight, their use as a general purpose currency
would have been problematic unless the users had a tacit agreement to accept them at a fixed
value regardless of their weight. The weight of Iron Age gold and silver coins die-struck from
prepared blanks could be closely controlled,63 but the casting method presented its own problems because of the overspill of metal around the edges and consequent difficulty controlling
weight standards. Had the intention been to produce coins of more or less standard weight,
this could have been achieved to some extent by removing much of the excess metal but there
is no evidence that this was done. Although no incomplete Flat Linear potins are known
(other than broken examples), a handful of Kentish Primary potins exist which were issued
incomplete as a result of casting failures (see below) and the fact that these coins passed into
usage suggests that being incomplete was no barrier.
It may be that, in addition to individual usage, potins were traded by weight in quantity, at
least when sufficient numbers were available to someone to conduct a transaction with and so
long as the receiver was prepared to accept them in exchange for whatever they were trading.
I have suggested that potins may have originally been traded by weight before their function
changed and they were subsequently used individually,64 but in practice there is no reason why
they could not have continued to be used in bulk throughout the series. Bean has suggested
that gold and silver coins may also have sometimes been transacted by weight.65 How exactly
potins related to the gold coinage is probably impossible to determine because of the weight
variability, although Haselgrove has noted that potin and gold weights appear to decline in
step.66 It may be assumed that either a set number or weight of potin coins was equivalent to
a gold stater or its fraction but there is no surviving evidence to confirm this.
Just because they were hoarded should not lead to an automatic assumption that potins
were of (relatively) high value. Later Roman base-metal hoards consist primarily of coins of
(relatively) low value, although this was probably in part a result of the unavailability of high
value gold coinage, something which may perhaps be considered less likely in the early to mid
first century BC, when gold coinage was surprisingly common. Indeed, gold coins of Iron Age
date are far more commonly found by metal-detector users than those of any other period.67
The question remains, however, as to how accessible gold coinage was to those using potins
and it may be that gold saw a more restricted circulation among those of sufficient standing
while potins had greater social availability and consequently more widespread usage. It should
also be noted that gold coinage reached a peak only towards the end of the period of potin
production, although that is also when the hoarding of potins became widespread. What the
hoards represent need not stem from a common reason, either as wealth storage or votive
deposits, and the evidence now suggests that neither were they all deposited as the result of a
single event, while at the same time bearing in mind that the similarity of the lower Thames
Valley hoards suggests that these may, as a group, be linked by some localised event.
It is worth noting that potins often have a silvery appearance, which might also lead to an
assumption of higher value,68 but this may be misleading. Whether there was a deliberate
attempt by the moneyers to achieve this or if it is no more than coincidence that the alloy used
62
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65
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67
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For example, Allen 1971, 143; Duval 1987, 345–7; Haselgrove 1988, 118–20; Gruel 1989, 151–4; Allen 1995, 48–9.
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gave a visual impression of silver is unknown. Indeed they are sometimes mistaken as actually
being silver. The Sunbury hoard was initially thought to consist of Anglo-Saxon pennies and
a coroner’s inquest was conducted under the then laws of Treasure Trove before their actual
nature was realised.69 Some metal detectorists also believe potins to be silver coins until
informed otherwise.
Being thin, Flat Linear potins are not infrequently chipped or broken. Among the numerous
fragments of potin coins are a few which appear to have been deliberately halved by cutting, the
break seemingly being too precise to have occurred as a result of accidental post-depositional
activity.70 Why this might have been done is unclear: possible explanations range from the
creation of currency half units to ritual killing for some religious purpose.71 There are no coins
which might conceivably be regarded as round half-potins in the Flat Linear series but there
is one potential candidate in the Kentish Primary series (CCI 94.0387), although whether that
was an officially sanctioned piece is open to question. No cut halves have yet been seen in the
Kentish Primary series but their relative thickness in any case precludes them being easily cut
in such a manner.
The distribution of Flat Linear potins, and indeed of the Kentish Primary series, suggests
widespread use rather than being reserved for any specific, restricted purpose. There are some
sizeable site-related concentrations but also large numbers of coins, either single finds or
groups of two or three coins from relatively small areas, which do not appear to relate to anything which could be described as a site in a conventional sense.72 Although potins appear in
smaller numbers and are not as widespread, their overall distribution is not dissimilar to that
of Roman coins, but it should be noted that this is in part the result of metal-detecting patterns and land availability. The suggestion that changes in the function of potin coinage, and
even its value, may have occurred over time should be borne in mind,73 although there is nothing to clearly demonstrate such a change within the early or middle part of the Flat Linear
series as, for example, coins of Groups B and F both occur in hoards yet are amongst the most
frequent single finds. Differences in the distribution of Group G coins compared with what
had gone before are at least partly the result of shifting circulation patterns, the change in east
Kent being particularly significant, with coins of Group G having a much more restricted
circulation than those of earlier groups, being primarily restricted to just three sites, with few
single finds. The change is sufficiently marked as to suggest that some change in the function
of these coins occurred at around the time of the diameter reduction, at least within the east
Kent region, and that these late issues were linked to a more restricted usage with a greater
degree of control over that usage.74 In summary, potins were probably capable of fulfilling a
range of functions, from currency exchange to votive deposition, and no single explanation
can or should be accepted by itself.
What can be seen of the methods of production?
Potin coins were cast in strips in matching moulds, the individual cavities joined by a runner
system, producing coins of broadly circular appearance joined by sprues of varying dimensions. The moulds were probably usually made of clay but one copper alloy example is also
known from France. Different methods of production are, however, apparent in both the
production of the flans and the designs. The changes seen in the types of flan used have been
noted by Van Arsdell as the basis of his classification and it is evident that there were a number of technological adjustments throughout the course of the series.75 Early coins were produced on broad, rather rough, sometimes relatively dumpy flans, whereas later coins were
69
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produced on smaller, neater and thinner flans. Several stages of change are seen in between
these extremes, all before the most significant change occurred with the dramatic reduction in
diameter, albeit with some increase in thickness, in the final stages of the series.
Some Kentish Primary potins in the Thurrock hoard have a flan diameter several milli
metres greater than the edge circle of the design, leading to misalignments and even doubled
sprues.76 Discrepancies of this magnitude are less evident in the Flat Linear series and the flan
is rarely significantly wider than the design, although frequently irregular in appearance owing
to leakage of metal beyond the edge circle of the designs. The moulds were nearly always
aligned to a standard axis of approximately 90 or 270 degrees although a number of coins in
Group B and particularly Group C exhibit an axis other than these. This, together with the
rarity of severe offsets between the obverse and reverse, suggests that aligning the moulds was
usually a successful operation, allowing for slight misfits.77
The very shallow cavities, less than one millimetre deep, required for the moulds for both
sides of the coin were probably made using a wooden dowel, which can easily be created using
the sawn-off end of a small branch.78 The designs could then be produced either by impressing
an existing coin if the clay was sufficiently but not too soft, resulting in mould duplicates, or
by freehand engraving with a sharp point, for which the clay has to be firm. Sometimes part
of the design overlaps the edge circle. Both methods seemingly occur in the North Foreland
and Birchington hoards, where some coins are effectively identical in every respect, whereas
others have no obvious parallel or immediate prototype.
Poor casting is a feature seen from time to time, some types being more prone to this than
others. This is noticeable to some extent in Group B and particularly Group D. Some of the
types within the latter group are well-produced but others are quite the opposite, most notably
coins in subgroup D5, which not only have cruder than usual designs but are almost invariably
weakly cast. A small number of Birchington hoard coins attributable to Group D are illegible
as a result of poor casting, the designs having failed to take. It may be that whoever was
responsible for the production of such poor coins was less skilled in the techniques required
and it should be remembered that every moneyer would have been inexperienced at some
point; even those with long experience of metal-working may have made errors initially when
confronted by having to try something new.
Other than occasional small holes which occurred during manufacture rather than after, no
Flat Linear potins that are obviously incomplete as a result of casting failure have been noted.
The author has, however, recorded three Kentish Primary potins where this happened; in each
case the coin was still issued rather than being melted down, even though the metal had failed
to fill the mould.79 This may suggest rigorous control standards for the Flat Linear series, at
least in this respect, as it is likely that similar failures continued to occur but were weeded out
and remelted before they could pass into circulation.
Runnels and other flaws within the moulds also led to the creation of coins with sundry
additional pellets, blobs and lines, one coin (CCI 91.0519) even displaying what falsely looks
like a crude attempt at hair on the back of the head as a result. Misalignments and attempted
corrections are also sometimes seen, leading to such curiosities as additional, overlapping eyerings and a broken head outline where an existing coin was impressed twice, the first attempt
being only partly successful (e.g. CCI 14.0181). Other results of poor casting have been in part
responsible for the modern creation of types which do not exist, notably the solitary example
of Allen E referred to above.
Another variation in manufacturing methods can be seen in the different types of sprue
projection. Being cast in strips in moulds means that most coins have two sprues more or less
opposite one another, while a smaller number from the far end of the strips have only one.
Allen deduced that the average strip probably contained five or six coins.80 This is lower than
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is apparent in the Birchington hoard, where just one in every 9.8 coins has only one sprue
although this falls to 1:8.2 if uncertain examples are included.81 In the North Foreland hoard,
the figure is a closely comparable 1:8.9.82 This suggests either that the individual strips were of
quite considerable length or, perhaps more likely, that the metal sometimes failed to reach or
only partially reached the cavities at the far end because of the shallowness of the moulds
along the full length of the strip, resulting in a relatively low survival rate of single-sprue coins.
As noted above, the lack of any surviving partial coins suggests that they were quickly
remelted.
Coins with two sprues occasionally have them set at an angle of between 10 and 20 degrees
to one another, perhaps suggesting that the strips were joined at the top to form a ‘tree’, as
illustrated by Simone Scheers in the case of similarly produced nineteenth-century Moroccan
coins,83 and demonstrated as the most likely method of production for a Gaulish potin series
by Marcel Thirion.84 The Birchington and North Foreland hoards combined contain only
seven certain or probable coins in this category, i.e. approximately 1:80, on the face of it a
remarkably low figure. In the Sunbury hoard, the figure is about 1:40. Many coins in these
hoards, however, have at least one sprue that has been broken off immediately adjacent to the
edge circle, making it impossible to determine whether or not those coins are from the top of a
strip. The actual survival rate of coins from the top of the strip is therefore likely to be somewhat
higher than can be demonstrated.
Sprue widths in the Flat Linear series are in general fairly standardised but they tended to
become wider as the series progressed. Some coins in Group G have sprues as wide as the flan,
giving them almost a rectangular appearance, presumably a result of the later changes in production methods. Opposing sprues may be of different widths, sometimes considerably so. In
the Kentish Primary series, sprues are often narrower and sometimes longer than are seen on
Flat Linear coins. The method of separating the coins also seems to have varied as they could
either be snapped apart, sometimes sufficiently inaccurately as to leave the whole sprue and
the edge of the next coin attached,85 chiselled apart, or clipped with shears, leaving a curved
outline to the end of the sprue. The author is aware of only one instance of an apparent conjoin within the Flat Linear series where two coins seem to be adjacent members from the same
strip,86 but it is to be expected that more could be found if resources permitted, although the
number of combinations among the commoner types is considerable. The length of the joining
sprues in the three examples referred to are, respectively, 2 mm, 1 mm and 2 mm, but other
coins show that they were sometimes longer.
The size of moulds is another factor to take into consideration. Mould trays of varying
shapes and sizes containing depressions for the production of up to fifty metal pellets at a time,
presumably for use in struck coin production, are well known from an increasing number of
Iron Age sites in Britain, and not only the obvious major centres.87 These would not have been
practical for the production of cast coins and it seems likely that the potin moulds were smaller
and able to be stood upright so that the molten metal could be poured in through a hole in the
top. No two-sided moulds specifically for the minting of potins are known from Britain but
fragmentary ceramic examples have been found in France at Boviolles and Senlis.88 A recent
find from Romenay, France of an intact obverse mould made of copper alloy demonstrates
that some potin types were cast in moulds made of materials other than clay.89
Short of the unlikely event of an intact strip coming to light or being reassembled it is
impossible to say how large the Flat Linear moulds were, because the principal unknown fac81
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tor is the number of coins in a strip, if indeed the strips were even of consistent length between
batches. Using the available evidence, Table 4 shows suggested estimated (rectangular) mould
sizes.
TABLE 4. Estimated mould sizes for different numbers and lengths of strips90
2 × 4 coins
2 × 5 coins
2 × 6 coins
2 × 7 coins
2 × 8 coins
2 × 9 coins

Fig. 5.

10.8 × 6.3 cm
12.8 × 6.3 cm
14.8 × 6.3 cm
16.8 × 6.3 cm
18.8 × 6.3 cm
20.8 × 6.3 cm

3 × 4 coins
3 × 5 coins
3 × 6 coins
3 × 7 coins
3 × 8 coins
3 × 9 coins

10.8 × 8.6 cm
12.8 × 8.6 cm
14.8 × 8.6 cm
16.8 × 8.6 cm
18.8 × 8.6 cm
20.8 × 8.6 cm

Conjectural reconstruction of a 2 × 6 potin strip

A feature peculiar to Flat Linear potins is the existence of striations. These are lines additional to, but separate from the designs, and are a part of the manufacturing process rather
than being casting flaws of the type referred to above. As both Allen and Van Arsdell have
noted, striations come in more than one form, both crossed and uncrossed.91 The width and
density of the striations also varies. Allen stated that striations first appeared in his type F but
his drawings link this feature primarily with the numerous varieties within type G.92 He also
noted that they were apparently absent from later types. Although they still appear in their
highest concentration within Allen G (Group C and early Group D), striations are more widespread than Allen realised, first appearing very occasionally on Group B types; the earliest so
far noted is an example of type B1/2–1b (PAS-BH-01E1F6). They are also now known for
Group E types but are very rarely seen in Group F before the final issue of that group, before
terminating in early Group G. They are clearly intermittent in their appearance throughout
the series, presumably depending on how the moulds were being produced at the time and
perhaps between different mint sites. The latest appearance of striations so far noted is on a
solitary example of type G1/6–1a (CCI 01.1743).
During recording of the North Foreland and Birchington hoards it became clear that some
Group D types existed both with and without striations, a feature noted for both blind and
sighted coins. It was also noted that Allen types F4 and GB1–3 belonged to the same subgroup (C3) and existed both with and without striations. All the currently known examples
within subgroups C4 and C5 appear to have striations. For some types, most of the recorded
specimens display striations, whereas for others, striations are very much in the minority.
Striations are at their most prolific in Group C, concurring with Allen’s findings.
The striations must have been present before the designs were added as they underlay
rather than overlay the images; however, one coin has been noted in the Birchington hoard
90
These figures are based on the sprues being 2 mm in length, the cavity rows being 3 mm apart, and the cavities themselves
having a diameter of 18 mm, all surrounded by a border of 10 mm apart from where the molten metal entered, where the border
is 20 mm. This is, of course, hypothetical, but perhaps serves to give some indication of the size of the moulds which may have
been used
91
Allen 1971, Van Arsdell 1989.
92
Allen 1971, 133.
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(CCI 14.0301) where fainter lines also appear as an overlay. They also appear on those parts
of the flan beyond the edge circle and, in some cases, even continue onto the sprues. The
mould cavities were therefore made after the clay tablet had been levelled with whatever
caused the striations. How the overlying striations came into existence is unclear but perhaps it was occasionally necessary to slightly press part of the tablet again after the designs
had been entered and, the cavities being so shallow, this resulted in faint striations on top of
the designs. This feature has also been noted elsewhere.93 On some coins within Group C,
the density of the striations is so great that the design on one side or the other is largely or
even wholly obliterated, suggesting that they were preventing the design, in this case presumably being made by impressing an existing coin, from taking. At the other end of the
scale, some coins are only partially striated, with in some cases five or fewer incomplete lines
being evident, and the design remains largely unaffected.
Different types of striation have been noted, some consisting of roughly parallel one-way
lines only and others having two sets of lines forming a cross-hatched pattern. They can appear
on either one or both sides of the coin in seemingly any combination; some coins have oneway striations on one side and crossed striations on the other. Very occasionally, the crossed
striations, rather than consisting of lines at right angles to one another, are slanted, forming
parallelograms rather than squares or rectangles. One example of type F4/5–1b has two sets
of one-way striations at slightly different angles on the obverse, one set clearly over the other,
showing that the tablet was pressed twice, but not quite at the same angle, before the coin
design was added. If the moulds were relatively small, this would have made pressing and
levelling the surfaces more straightforward.
The agent responsible for the striations has given rise to much discussion. Evans considered
that oak was responsible but Allen discounted this, stating that the pattern did not represent
the texture of wood, and suggested instead that papyrus was involved.94 This has since been
discounted by Van Arsdell, who suggested alternative explanations – textile, wire, wood and
scraping – none of which has been confirmed.95 An
experiment using moulds made from cuttlefish shells
produced striations, but not comparable to those on
the coins.96 An experiment by the writer, using clay and
a small piece of oak cut longitudinally, produced a
crossed striation pattern not dissimilar to that seen on
some coins (Fig. 6), and it may be that Evans was correct, although not in his proposal of wooden moulds;
rather, the wood would have been used to level the clay,
Fig. 6. Oak cross-striation impression on in some cases leaving impressions. Once an existing
clay compared with a typical cross-striated coin was impressed to form a cavity with design, some
coin. (× 1.5 scale)
of the lines would have disappeared, leaving only the
deeper ones.
In the new classification, coins with striations are not regarded as variants of unstriated
coins of the same style and design, but as the same type. During hoard recording, striations
have been noted where appropriate using a standard format and the same approach can be
applied to single finds. The breadth and depth of the striations could vary depending on the
dampness and density of the clay used for the mould and which type of wood was used – if
indeed wood was used – to produce them. Which of the four types of striation discerned by
Van Arsdell is represented is not infrequently difficult to determine, particularly for the partly
striated coins, and the two sets of striations on the obverse of the type F4/5 coin referred to
above are not only of different types – heavy and thin – but the reverse has crossed striations.97
93
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Geoff Cottam, pers. comm.
Evans 1864, 124; Wild 1966; Allen 1971, 129–30.
Van Arsdell 1986, 205–21.
Michael Halliwell, pers. comm.
Van Arsdell 1989, 78.
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For the purposes of the present study and for the hoard recording, they have therefore been
reduced to just two, one-way and crossed.
The groups: their features, typology and distribution
Group A
Coins of this small, early group, which consists solely of coins previously classified as Allen
A, are split into two subgroups, each with their own types and variants. Allen listed only one
variety within his type A but there are in fact several types that belong to this group, as illustrated by Van Arsdell.98 Their derivation from the Kentish Primary series, probably via a small
series of coins regarded as Transitional types, which have the first stirrings of Flat Linear
typology while retaining the thick, dumpy Kentish Primary flans (e.g. CCI 03.0984), is beyond
reasonable doubt. The Transitional types are more properly discussed in conjunction with the
Kentish Primary issues and are therefore not catalogued here. The back of the head is often
composed of multiple concentric curved lines representing a helmet, recalling the design of
the earlier phases of the Kentish Primary series, which must have been around in large numbers
to serve as a ready model, but the style of the head is already degenerating. The same applies
to the bull, the initial thick appearance of which is clearly inspired by extant models but which
is already in a style removed from the Kentish Primary series.
Other than the earliest phase, which depicts a prominent head and a thick, full-bodied bull
on a relatively dumpy flan, the Group A coins are characterised by having the beginnings of
true linear designs on both obverse and reverse, together with broad, flat flans of rough
appearance. The head and bull remain recognisable but are quite unlike the majority of the
series into which they would subsequently develop. Casting is of variable quality and it is
unusual to see a well-produced example with clear designs on both sides. The consequent difficulty in deciding which variety is present means that a degree of diversity should be allowed:
for example, within the same type the head may have different numbers of concentric lines or
the presence or absence of a prominent nose, and the bull may vary in thickness.
No hoard evidence is currently available to confirm the diameter and weight ranges for
Group A coins. However, other records indicate a diameter typically of about 17 mm and
weights between 1.6 and 3.0 g (mean 2.3 g).
Approximately 100 Group A coins are known, almost exclusively as single finds, thus it can
be said that they significantly predate the Flat Linear hoard deposits, although there is at least
one in the Thurnham hoard and possibly one at Birchington. The distribution is very heavily
Kentish, clearly showing their area of origin. The few non-Kentish findspots are biased
towards Essex, with a tiny element in West Sussex and isolated finds from Leicestershire and
Lincolnshire, the latter of which has also produced a number of Kentish Primary potins.
Subgroup A1
The main characteristics of this small subgroup are a well-formed, prominent head and a
full-bodied bull of good style, in various forms, above an exergual line. The flan is still relatively dumpy but less so than the earlier issues. Neither the prominent eye ring nor the reverse
crescents that are defining features of much of the Flat Linear series have yet appeared.
The immediate prototypes for the obverses of subgroup A1 appear to have a common origin
descended from Kentish Primary and/or Transitional types. The reverses are more problematic.
Type A1/1–1 probably uses a British prototype, perhaps VA 1404 or similar, although the
original MA above the bull has already degenerated into a tail. Type A1/1–2 is more interesting, since the form of the bull differs from that at any stage of the Kentish Primary series, and
displays elements which suggest that another prototype should be sought. The general form of
the bull on this type, in particular the unusual double-pellet form of the head, otherwise only
98
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seen on the later type C5/1, closely resembles that found on the reverse of grosse tête potins,
Gaulish imports of contemporary late second century BC date.99 This is not unreasonable, for
grosse tête potins have been found in England, suggesting that they could have been available
to use as inspiration.
The reverse of A1/2–1 is also of unusual style and no convincing prototype is apparent,
although it seems most likely that it is an imaginative reinterpretation of VA 1402 or similar.
The openwork form of the bull’s head, containing a pellet, unique to this type, is similar to
that seen on a number of much later, but separately derived, struck coins.100
Subgroup A2
Coins of subgroup A2 bear a head derived from the A1 types but already showing signs of
degeneration. The concentric bands remain but the head is less well-formed, particularly in
99
The closest parallel for the reverse of type A1/1–2 is LT 5401. Allen (1938, 351, figs. 2 and 3) also regarded these coins as
having some influence in the early development of the Flat Linear series.
100
For example, ABC 204, ABC 2538.
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A2/2, the final stage of Group A. The bull is also derivative in form, being generally thinner
and more typically linear than before, although some thickness of the body still occurs but to
a lesser extent than in subgroup A1. The flans are frequently broader and thinner and the
casting less accomplished. What was originally the head of the bull on A1/1–2 mutates into
another front leg, which remains until the end of the series; on some coins it still resembles a
head, whereas on others it resembles a leg.
Whereas A2/1–1 is evidently copied from A1/1, A2/1–2 is different in style, showing a rather
awkward but distinctive bull with a sinuous tail similar to that on A1/2–1a. Both these types
display a left-facing head and bull. Type A2/2 sees further degrading of the head and a lateral
reversal of the bull, which has now assumed a thinner, more linear appearance. A separate
crescent sometimes appears above the bull for the first time on A2/2–1c, which is probably the
immediate prototype of the Group B issues. There are differences in the axis: whereas A2/2 is
almost always 90 degrees, A2/1 has a high degree of variability, far greater than is ever seen
later in the Flat Linear series.
Group B
Coins of this group, which broadly comprise Allen types C and D in addition to several
related varieties of increasingly crude style, are split into six subgroups. Both the style and the
metrology suggest that Allen was incorrect in listing his C types before those of type D. Other
than the earliest phase displaying a thick-bodied bull, they are characterised by having true
linear designs on both obverse and reverse, together with broad, flat and rough flans. Both the
head and bull occur in a variety of forms, allowing a degree of separation. A vertical line
through the neck (hereafter called the neckline) is often, but not always, present. The bull, of
curvilinear form, initially has two rear legs, but later types have only one rear leg which curves
round to form an exergual line and are usually of cruder style. The mutated head of the bull
on the Group A issues is hereafter always described as being a front leg. Numerous obverse
and reverse variants appear, with varying degrees of degeneration. No central eye pellet is
evident on Group B coins although one type does display a pellet in addition to a ring.
Striations very occasionally appear for the first time. The axis is usually 90 or 270 degrees but
variations occur.
Subgroup B1
These coins have previously been listed, not entirely correctly, as a variety of Allen D2. The flan
may be thicker than the later types, showing Group A origins. The main characteristic of this
subgroup is a relatively thick, sometimes even full-bodied bull, copying Kentish Primary and
some Group A types. One or more crescents, which may be joined to or separate from the tail,
now appear above the bull. The immediate prototype is probably A2/2–1c, the only type within
Group A where a separate crescent is evident. These crescents, and the tail itself, ultimately
derive from the letters MA above the bull seen on the Massalia bronzes and their early Kentish
Primary descendants. The earliest instance of striations yet noted occurs in this subgroup on
a specimen of B1/2–1b.101 The dimensions are similar to Group A with diameters of about
17 mm and weights 2.0–2.5 g (mean 2.3 g).
Group A influence is also seen on the obverse of the earliest Group B type, with an additional curved line around the head outline copying the multilinear heads of Group A, representing the final vestiges of the helmet depicted on earlier coins. Unlike Group A, however, the
eye is shown as a distinct ring for the first time, a feature which, with very few exceptions,
remains until the very end of the Flat Linear series. The origin of the eye ring can be seen in
the inner curved line of the Group A head outlines, which it copies and evolves into a full
circle.
101
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This subgroup is minimally represented in hoards, being only known at Thurnham, and the
vast majority of these coins are single finds. Most are from east Kent, although there is a small
but noticeable cluster in the Essex/Hertfordshire border area, as well as a handful of finds
from Surrey and Sussex. They are absent from the Thames Valley.
Subgroup B2
This subgroup is the commonest within Group B and contains Allen C5 and all his D types.
Although numerous varieties are evident, coins with a left-facing head belonging to this subgroup, and indeed subgroup B1, have usually been lumped together as Allen D2 in the absence,
until now, of any separation of the type. The flans continue to be roughly made while tending
to be slightly thinner than preceding types. Diameters are usually 16–18 mm (mean 16.8 mm)
and weights 1.6–2.6 g (mean 2.1 g).
Type B2/2 includes Allen C5, D1 and D2. It should be noted that C5 and D2 are in effect
the same type. The head faces left and the bull right, both now being of proper linear style in
common with all that comes later. The immediate prototypes are A2/2 and B1/2. There are
numerous subtle, but distinct, varieties based on the form of the bull in particular. The head,
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with an eye ring and a neckline, is well proportioned and usually neatly inscribed with the
exception of the cruder B2/2–4. The bull retains two rear legs, but one of the front legs disappears by the end of this type, leading to the bulk of the B3/2 sequence. The tail appears in a
variety of forms, as often as not difficult to determine, but of increasing simplicity. Striations
very rarely appear. It is possible that B2/2–1d is just a poorly cast example of B2/2–1c. Type
B2/2–3 additionally displays a pellet below the eye ring, which is the earliest appearance of
anything resembling an eye pellet in the Flat Linear series. A coin with what appears to be a
pellet within the eye ring (CCI 12.0287) has been discounted as probably corrosion giving a
misleading impression.
More than 130 examples of B2/2 are known and they are among the commonest single finds
in east Kent, which appears to be their home; indeed they are far more frequent as single finds
than in hoards. Beyond Kent, there is a thin scatter across south-east England and into East
Anglia. This is the earliest Flat Linear type so far noted from the Thames Valley.
Type B2/4 equates to Allen D3, still with a right-facing bull but now a right-facing head.
The reverse of this type is copied from B2/2–4 but the obverse, typically a laterally reversed
copy of B2/2–2, takes on a form of its own with a variant depicting the face profile as two
exaggerated crescents. The only known axis is 90 degrees. The distribution is strongly Kentish,
with few findspots outside Kent other than the Sunbury hoard. Type B2/3, showing elements
of both B2/2 and B2/4, is currently known from a single example noted by the writer in the as
yet undocumented Thurnham hoard.
Subgroup B3
Coins belonging to this subgroup are the most frequently seen of the Group B issues after
those of B2/2. Numerous varieties are evident, all showing a left-facing head and right-facing
bull, with the exception of two unique coins with a right-facing head. The flans are still roughly
made but the designs are usually clear and well-proportioned. They are demonstrably copied
from B2 types, a chronology which is supported by their lighter metrology. Diameters are
usually 16–17.5 mm (mean 16.9 mm) and weights 1.6–2.3 g (mean 2.0 g). The axis varies but
is always 90 degrees in B3/2–4.
Type B3/2 includes Allen C1 to C4 along with a few other minor varieties. There are numerous variants based on the form both of the head and the bull. The head faces left and always
has an eye ring but may or may not have a neckline. The bull faces right, with the tail appearing
in a number of broadly similar forms. It now has only one rear leg, which joins the exergual
line, and usually one front leg, and is copied from B2/2–5. The only exceptions to this are three
reverses where both front legs are present; one (B3/2–1a) copied from B2/2–2, one (B3/2–1b)
the prototype for B4/2–1, and one (B3/2–2a) with a wide open head similar to some other B3/2
obverses. The final issue (B3/2–5) shows the bull still with the curve of the front leg but it has
now lost the projection representing its head. Striations very rarely appear.
Type B3/4 contains two subtypes, both with a right-facing head copied from B2/3 or B2/4.
They each show a right-facing bull but of different style. The first of these may be copied from
B3/2–1 but the head of the bull is of unusual form and there is a separate crescent above. The
other has a bull copied from B3/2–3 or 2–4.
The distribution of this subgroup is primarily Kentish, where it is commonest in the
Birchington and Thurnham hoards, but also appears as single finds. A few non-Kentish findspots are recorded, both within hoards and as single finds, and confined to south-east England,
with the exception of the Snettisham hoard.
Subgroup B4
This rare subgroup contains two types, both of which have a distinctive head linked to a similar reverse. A central pellet is visible on the reverse of some coins, the first appearance of such
a feature in the series. The first type (B4/2–1), with a well executed head outline, has an incomplete eye ring in the form of a reversed letter C, which is joined to the neckline, forming one
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elongated, usually rather squiggly line. The bull has one rear leg but both front legs and a low,
wavy tail, and is copied directly from B3/2–1b. Diameters are usually about 17 mm.
The second type (B4/2–2) is cruder and rougher, with a poorly inscribed head which is subsequently copied by B5/1. An elongated neckline joins or very nearly joins the eye ring, forming
a lollipop shape. The bull again has one rear and both front legs on B4/2–2a, but the sole
example of B4/2–2b is too poorly cast to determine the true form of the reverse.
The distribution of this subgroup is unusual for the early Flat Linear issues, with only half
of the recorded findspots in Kent. Most of the remainder are from Essex. Only one of these
coins is known from a hoard (Sunbury), the remainder all being single finds.
Subgroup B5
This is another extremely rare subgroup, containing three types based on the orientation of
the obverse and reverse. Their determining feature is a bull of particularly abstract form,
merged with the crescents and the exergual line, and consisting of a set of straight and curving
lines in a barely recognisable pattern. They are not copied by any later types. Diameters are
usually 16.5–17 mm (mean 16.8 mm) and weights 1.9–2.4 g (mean 2.1 g). Their distribution
lies entirely in Kent.
Type B5/1 has a crude head directly copied from B4/2–2a and a bull of particularly abstract
form. The first subtype (B5/1–1) has a bull similar to B5/2–1a but laterally reversed, soon
degenerating further in style in subtype B5/1–2. The other subtype (B5/1–3) has a head similar
to B5/1–1 but a bull of unusual style which is unrecognisable to the point where it is barely
possible to determine which way it faces. What is visible bears some resemblance to the wellknown series of Gaulish potins with a boar reverse attributed to the Leuci.102 It should be
noted, however, that this coin is unique and poorly cast and the precise form of the design is
again uncertain. Types B5/2 and B5/4 both depict a right-facing bull, also of abstract form but
with obverses showing a head of good style copied from B2/2 and B2/4 respectively.
Subgroup B6
The final degeneration of Group B is seen in this subgroup, containing two types of execrable
style, both extremely rare. Their common feature is a right-facing bull merged with the exergual line, consisting of no more than a long curved line with a solitary short line hanging from
the top of the curve, and one separated crescent above. The obverses are similarly poor, both
showing a head so crudely inscribed that it may not automatically be obvious which way it
faces. Little effort to maintain a reasonable standard is apparent and they are not copied by
any later types. Diameters are typically 15.5–17 mm and weights 1.7–2.1 g. The findspots give
no clue to their production site as the only provenanced examples are solitary finds of B6/4 in
the North Foreland hoard and an unspecified location in Essex.
Group C
Coins in this group are split into five subgroups. They are equivalent to Allen B, F1–4, GA
and GB and include the Thurnham type, unknown until 2003. While the earliest coins derive
their obverse features from Group B types, new and improved reverse designs are already in
evidence. The flans, initially still of rough appearance, soon develop into a finer style than
previously and the designs become more neatly produced. The head is of an open style, more
so than is generally seen within the other groups, although a small number of later types display elements suggesting that their producers were familiar with the Group C types. The bull
is of curvilinear form. A central pellet is very occasionally visible on the reverse although
never on the obverse.
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Particularly LT 9147; Scheers 1977, series 186.
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As noted by Allen, striations across the flan on one or both sides commonly appear within
this group but the distinction is less clear-cut than previously thought, coins of identical style
occurring both with and without them. While cataloguing the North Foreland and Birchington
hoards, it became evident that striated examples existed of Allen F4 and unstriated examples
of Allen GB, thus a new approach was taken by dividing these coins so as to demonstrate their
evolution from rough early types to later, more refined types. This evolution is gradual and no
clear dividing line can be determined.

Map C. Flat Linear Potins Group C

Subgroup C1
This extremely rare subgroup is currently represented by a single coin in the Birchington hoard
(CCI 14.0213). The head is degraded, perhaps taking inspiration from the later Group B
issues, although the obverse is poorly cast and the precise form of the design cannot be determined, while the reverse returns to a bull of better style, probably based on an earlier Group
B coin but distinctively altered. No other coins can obviously be grouped with this unique
piece. The diameter is 18 mm and the weight 2.2 g.
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Subgroup C2
This is another extremely rare subgroup, represented by two closely related variants known
from just a handful of specimens. The wide open appearance of the head is clearly derived
from B3/2, but the bull is of good style, presumably copied from B2/2 although laterally
reversed and of altered form. The reverse of this type was probably the inspiration for the
earliest coins in subgroup C3 and the obverse, once modified, probably also influenced its
immediate descendants. Diameters are usually 16.5–17 mm (mean 16.7 mm) and weights
1.6–2.2 g (mean 1.9 g).
Allen listed C2/1–1b as his type B from a coin in the Snettisham hoard (CCI 62.0152). His
drawing, however, is misleading; a study of the relevant coin revealed that the eye pellet does
not exist and it appears that he drew this from a photograph. A clearer specimen of C2/1–1
was present in the North Foreland hoard, enabling the correct form to be determined. No
single finds have been recorded.
Subgroup C3
Coins of this stylistically similar but gradually developing subgroup are by far the commonest
within Group C, known from more than 400 examples, many from hoards. The Birchington
hoard alone contains more than 170, which made it possible to demonstrate a progression
through a series of similar coins, all of which are listed as a single type (C3/1) but split into two
subtypes and numerous variants. They vary widely in size and weight; diameters are usually
16–18 mm (mean 16.9 mm) and weights 1.1–2.7 g (mean 1.8 g).
Type C3/1 contains Allen F1, F4 and all the GB types. The head, which faces left, varies
little, and is always open in style with three separated lines representing the profile and the
neckline, all detached from the curve of the head itself. The size of the eye ring varies somewhat. Similarly the bull, copied from C2/1 and which also faces left with two crescents above,
at first sight shows little variation, but a closer study reveals a noticeable stylistic progression
upon which the separation of this type is largely based.
The C3/1–1 coins are generally of rather rough appearance, not dissimilar to the earlier
types. Apart from this, the main feature is that the front legs of the bull are noticeably apart.
The C3/1–2 coins usually have neater flans and designs, suggesting refinements in the production process; the obverse is little different to C3/1–1 but the front legs of the bull are much
closer together and eventually join. Type C3/1–2d is particularly finely inscribed and among
the most consistently well produced types in the entire series.
Another difference between C3/1–1 and C3/1–2 can be seen with the degree of variation in
the axis. Whereas C3/1–2 is almost always either 90 or 270 degrees, with departures being very
rare, C3/1–1 has a much wider range; although 90 and 270 degrees are still by some way the
most frequent, 225 degrees has been noted on a number of pieces, and 180 degrees and a few
unusually erratic orientations between 180 and 225 are also present.
Striations are commonly found in both subtypes. They have no bearing on the classification
and coins of the same type are listed as such regardless of whether or not striations are present. Mould preparation at this time seems to have been particularly susceptible to the creation
and retention of striations and they are occasionally so dense that they all but obliterate the
design, the impression of an existing coin into the mould making little headway against the
lines.
Away from Birchington, type C3/1 is prominent at Boxley and North Foreland, and particularly at Thurnham, where a significant number of pieces have already been identified in
this as yet uncleaned hoard. It is also well represented in the Thames Valley hoards, notably
Sunbury, as well as at Snettisham. There are also more than eighty single finds, not only from
right across Kent, but also Surrey and Sussex, with a few well-scattered pieces from as far
afield as Gloucestershire, Lincolnshire and even the sanctuary site at Fesques in France.
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Subgroup C4
This rare subgroup, which currently contains only type C4/1, corresponding with Allen GA,
displays a head with three pellets in a triangular formation representing the eye but no eye
ring, leading to it usually being referred to as the ‘Three Dots’ type. The reverses are virtually
identical to those seen in C3/1, which clearly provided the immediate prototype. Striations are
nearly always present. For the sake of consistency, consideration was given to splitting these
coins into two subtypes along the same lines as C3/1, i.e., depending on the style of the bull.
However, the flans are always neat rather than rough, even for a specimen on which the legs of
the bull are well apart. It has therefore been concluded that, being a derivative issue with probably a very short lifespan rather than a longer term evolution, only one subtype is represented.
Diameters are usually 17.0–17.5 mm (mean 17.2 mm) and weights 1.7–2.3 g (mean 2.0 g). All
known specimens have an axis of 90 degrees.
The distribution of this subgroup is primarily confined to the Birchington and Thurnham
hoards, which account for half the known examples. It is also known from the Snettisham and
Sunbury hoards but single finds are very few in number.
Subgroup C5
The style of type C5/1, commonly called the ‘Thurnham’ type after it first appeared in the
hoard of that name in 2003, is very distinctive and quite different from any other types within
the Flat Linear series. The head is of naturalistic form with distinctive facial features including
a mouth and an ear, and with the eye represented by a pellet rather than a ring. There is a curly
termination to the back of the head. The bull is also of unique style, with a long curving horn
and pellets at all the junctions. The few known examples all have striations and a similar flan
to the C3 and C4 issues, hence it is here also regarded as a Group C issue. The extreme rarity
of the type – it is absent even in the large Birchington hoard – and the fact that only one variety
is currently known suggests a very short-lived issue, perhaps even produced in a single episode,
and it had no influence on later types. Diameters are usually 16–17 mm. The only axis noted
is 90 degrees.
Some features, such as the attempt at a proper face, and the head of the bull, are redolent
of certain Group A types, which may have inspired the individually minded artist responsible
for these attractive coins. However, as with A1/1–2, the form of the head of the bull suggests
a Gaulish grosse tête influence, this time of the ‘horned horse’ type, which is known from
Kent, and the unique form of the obverse must give cause for suspicion that elements taken
from a Gaulish prototype may have also played a part in this.103
Group D
Coins of this group are split into seven subgroups, which include Allen types F5–7, GC, J1
and J5. Stylistic features shared with both Groups C and E are evident, forming links between
those coins issued in the earlier phase of the series and those issued towards the later stages.
Links to Group C are seen in the large flans and frequent striations of D3/4 in particular, and
the copying of D6/1 from C3/1, while the obverse of D7/3–2 in particular shows the development into Group E. Poor casting is not infrequent, resulting in some coins being illegible or
nearly so, and the designs at times descend into crudity, notably in subgroup D5. Striations are
common on the early types within this group, some being found both with and without them,
but are much less frequently seen in the later stages.
The head, which ranges in style from fine to crude, frequently now has a pellet within the eye
ring more or less central to the design, although related blind types continue to appear throughout this group in decreasing numbers. The bull is generally of curvilinear form with either one
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or two crescents above, the tail sometimes leading straight into what would otherwise be
regarded as a crescent but is, where applicable, here regarded solely as part of the tail.

Map D. Flat Linear Potins Group D

Subgroup D1
This subgroup is represented by a solitary coin of unique style found at a metal detector
rally near Deal, Kent. Although the designs are not as clear as one would like, this coin
allies an archaic Group A reverse with a sighted obverse which is clearly much later. It could
have been produced at almost any time but it has been decided here that it should be allocated to Group D as that is where the style of the obverse best fits, rather than Group E or
F, a decision reinforced by the large diameter (17–18 mm) and heavy weight (2.1 g). It is not
inferred that it is definitely the earliest type within Group D; it is merely a matter of expediency to list it here. Allocation to any earlier group seems inappropriate. The reverse must
have been produced by copying or impressing an available A2/1–1 coin. No other type shows
an apparent chronological discrepancy of this magnitude and the experiment was evidently
very short-lived.
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Subgroup D2
This is another extremely rare subgroup, currently represented by just three examples, all from
Thanet, Kent. Although the obverses are quite different, they are linked by their similar
reverses, depicting a bull of distinctive style which would have passed as a Group C type were
it not for the obverses suggesting that they belong to Group D. Both the flan and the designs
of D2/1–1 are roughly executed and of variable diameter. The head includes a rudimentary
eye pellet, an early example of this feature. The unusually heavy weight (2.7 g) of the solitary
recorded example suggests an early rather than a late date. Type D2/3–1 is of neater style,
lighter weight (2.0 g), and depicts a blind head which has similarities to the obverse of D3/4–1a.
Diameters are usually 16–16.5 mm (mean 16.1 mm) and weights about 2.0 g.
Subgroup D3
Coins belonging to this subgroup, although extremely rare as single finds, are nonetheless by
far the most numerous of the early Group D issues because of their frequent appearance in
hoards, particularly those from Thanet. Subgroup D3 is characterised by flans that are often
broad and neatly produced. Type D3/4 includes Allen F7 and both his GC types. There are
two subtypes, based on whether the head is blind or sighted. Both subtypes share a common
reverse, which depicts a curvilinear bull with two detached crescents above. The bull sometimes has a straighter body but this does not seem to be of any particular significance. Striations
are common, appearing as often as not. Allen’s comment that coins of his type GC carried
them only on one side largely remains the case, although coins with both sides striated also
exist.104 Diameters are usually 16–18 mm (mean 17.1 mm) and weights 1.0–2.2 g (mean 1.6 g).
The axis is extremely consistent, with all recorded examples being 270 degrees.
It is likely that the coins with a sighted head are later than those with a blind head. Not only
are they slightly smaller and lighter but the earliest forms of the head, as seen on D3/4–1a and
1b, are always blind. Overall, however, they are so similar that separating them into different
subgroups cannot be justified.
Subgroup D4
As with D3, coins of this subgroup are well represented in the Thanet, and to a lesser extent,
Sunbury hoards but are otherwise extremely rare. Type D4/4 includes Allen F6. The flans are
usually neatly produced but casting problems are more evident than before, with the designs
often not appearing in full, resulting in some difficulties when identifying to variant level.
Striations occur at a lower frequency than in D3/4 but are still quite common. The diameter
and weight are both reduced; diameters are usually 15.5–18 mm (mean 16.3 mm) and weights
1.0–2.0 g (mean 1.4 g). More than 100 examples of D4/4 are known and, as with D3/4, the axis
is always 270 degrees.
There are two principal subtypes, based on whether the head is blind or sighted, sharing a
common reverse. The sighted coins may again be later than the blind ones. They are similar to
D3/4, which is the immediate prototype, but there is now only one detached crescent above the
bull. A greater degree of variation is apparent than in the preceding subgroup, both on the
obverse and reverse. The form of the tail varies between a reversed S-shape, as with D3/4, and
an arc joined to a short straight line, as sometimes seen in D7/3, with some falling between the
two, but no obvious significance can be discerned from this and the difference may simply be
down to different hands producing the same type, or evolution within the period of production.
Subgroup D5
Although clearly related to D4/4, these coins form a distinct subgroup, the common feature of
which is the unusual crudity of part or all of the designs. They are very rare, with most of the
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known examples being in the Birchington hoard. Both the reverses of D5/4–1 and D5/8–1 and
obverse of D5/4–3 show that D4/4 was used as the prototype but their stylistic degeneration
was rapid, with D5/4–2 sharing features of both the other D5/4 subtypes, and the competency
of whoever produced them is questionable. They are also usually poorly cast, with incomplete
designs. A further subtype (D5/4–4) has a bull of different form, with some similarity to B3/2–4,
which may be the prototype. The obverse is too indistinct to produce a drawing but appears to
be similar to some D4/4 and D5/4 types. The flan is also comparable to other early Group D
types. As mentioned above, all moneyers had to start somewhere and some of these coins give
an impression of being made by those lacking the necessary skills to produce a well-made,
legible end product. Diameters are usually 15.5–16.5 mm (mean 16.1 mm) and weights 1.1–1.8 g
(mean 1.5 g). Once again, coins of this subgroup always have an axis of 270 degrees.
The continuous circle feature, with the central neckline being replaced by a continuation of
the head outline to join the profile, which itself becomes unrecognisable, is unique in the series,
although one example of the much later G2/5–1c also shows clear traces of the head outline
continuing while retaining a profile. The result resembles an archery target rather than a head.
This design must have been etched into the mould, whereas the reverse may have been
impressed from an existing coin.
Subgroup D6
This subgroup, which includes Allen J5, consists of coins which are all sighted, with the exception of D6/1–1. The head is usually open in style and the bull is of curved form. Some coins
in this subgroup have crudely inscribed obverses, giving the impression of incompetence or
insufficient care being taken by the moneyer. Striations occur on some pieces, on one or both
sides. Diameters are usually 15.5–16.5 mm (mean 15.8 mm) and weights 1.3–2.2 g (mean 1.6
g). Type D6/1–3 always has an axis of 270 degrees but it can be either 90 or 270 degrees for the
other D6/1 subtypes. Once again, the hoards have provided the majority of these coins, particularly Birchington and Sunbury, and they are the latest type in the North Foreland hoard,
where they are also known from the surrounding site. The handful of single finds include one
from Tardinghen, France, from where the coast of Kent is visible.
Type D6/1–2 evidently copies C3/1–2, some examples being very similar apart from the eye
pellet, which is lacking on the earlier coins. This led to consideration that these might be
proper to Group C but, although the mean weight of D6/1–2 is only slightly lower than that
of C3/1–2, the mean diameter is noticeably smaller. A comparison of the frequency of different diameters of these types shows a clear discrepancy and it has been concluded that the
sighted coins are later copies of the blind coins rather than being contemporary. The fact that
some examples of D6/1–2 have a more coherent head than the Group C types ever have is also
indicative of this. Type D6/1–3 in turn copies D6/1–2, with similar obverses, but reverses where
the bull has become more angular with the tail and rear leg composed of a single straight line.
Subgroup D7
This subgroup, which includes Allen J1 but is otherwise unrepresented by Allen, consists of
coins with, for the most part, broadly similar reverses depicting a bull of curved form with one
detached crescent above. Striations occasionally appear. These coins probably derive from
those of subgroup D6 but become bolder in execution while losing a reverse crescent. Diameters
are usually 15.5–16.5 mm (mean 15.9 mm) and weights 1.0–2.4 g (mean 1.5 g). The axis of the
D7/1 coins is always 270 degrees, and almost invariably 90 degrees for the D7/3 types. Nearly
one hundred D7 coins have been recorded, more than half of which are in the Birchington
hoard, with most of the remainder from the Thames Valley hoards, although D7/3 is also
known from the Snettisham hoard. The few single finds are scattered across south-east England.
Type D7/1, with the head and bull both facing left, varies in only minor ways. One coin in
the Birchington hoard (CCI 61.0564) includes a scattering of random pellets in the field as
well as part of an inner edge circle, neither of which are part of the intended design but are
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the result of an error and a porous mould. Type D7/3, with the head now facing right, shows
a greater degree of diversity, with several variants known, particularly on the reverse.
Type D7/4 is currently known from only a single specimen. This is the coin illustrated by
Allen as his type J1. It is apparently not recorded in the CCI, no photograph has been seen,
and its current location is unknown. It has therefore not been possible to verify the accuracy
of Allen’s drawing and this, together with the description, must be viewed with a degree of
caution, particularly given the errors uncovered elsewhere within Allen’s drawings, but if Allen
is correct, then it would appear to fall within subgroup D7.
Group E
Coins of this group, related to Group D but now showing elements which developed into
Group F, are split into five subgroups, which include Allen types J2–4 and K, and provide
further evidence of the gradual development from curvilinear to angular bulls. The standard
of casting is generally better than in Group D although failures still occur, while the flans are
more neatly produced, as are the designs. Type E4/4 in particular is often very finely engraved
and on smooth, neat flans. Striations are much less in evidence than before.

Map E.
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The head now almost always has a pellet within the eye ring more or less central to the
design, and blind types are very rarely seen. The bull, frequently of more angular appearance
than before, is composed of a mixture of curves and straight lines, usually with two crescents
above, but in subgroup E2 the tail forms a long, flowing curve with a separate crescent rarely
seen. Some types, notably E4/4, have a straight body, pre-empting the Group F issues, but the
tail is still curved, as is one of the forelegs.
Subgroup E1
This relatively common subgroup, which includes Allen J3, consists of coins with reverses
depicting a bull of curved form with a short tail which projects backwards at an angle, although
some of the earlier varieties retain a curved tail. The style of the bull is broadly similar in both
cases, as is that of the head. These coins may derive from those of subgroup D3 but they are
sufficiently different to suggest that they were produced later rather than at the same time.
Their diameter profile shows that they are smaller, and striations are very rare. Diameters are
usually 15.5–17 mm (mean 16.1 mm) and weights 1.0–1.8 g (mean 1.4 g), although the solitary
example of E1/4–5a weighs 2.66 g. All recorded examples of E1/2–1, E1/4–1 and E1/4–2 have
a 90 degree axis, whereas E1/4–3 and E1/4–4 are always 270 degrees.
Type E1/2 contains four subtypes, only the first of which is relatively common. The distinctive form of the bull on E1/2–1 suggests that it was the prototype for subgroup E2. The obverse
of E1/2–3 appears to have been copied from B3/2–2a. Both known examples of E1/2–4a are
poorly cast with indistinct designs, and a better preserved piece may give cause to reattribute
it. Type E1/3, currently known from a single example, is of degraded style and has an irregular
180 degree axis. Type E1/4 is known with both blind and sighted heads, and contains several
variants, while E1/5–1a is one of the issues in this subgroup which may have influenced the
later open-style heads of subgroup F3.
The distribution of E1/2–1 is almost wholly limited to hoards and is present in some quantity at Birchington, Thurnham and Sunbury, with much lower representation in other hoards
such as Snettisham. The same goes for E1/2–4, known only from Boxley and Sunbury, while
the other two subtypes, as well as E1/3–1 and E1/5–1, are unique but are single finds. Most
examples of E1/4–1 and E1/4–2 are again in the hoards, but E1/4–3 and E1/4–4 include a few
more single finds including finds from as far away as Avon and Nottinghamshire.
Subgroup E2
The defining feature of this scarce subgroup, which includes Allen K1, is the very distinctive
reverse, there being two large inverted crescents in the exergue, the only time such a feature
occurs in the series, although a single exergual crescent appears on some Group G types.105
The body and the crooked rear and inner front legs of the bull are virtually identical to E1/2–1,
although the tail takes a quite different form, consisting of a long, flowing curve usually, but
not always, without any additional, separate crescent. The obverses closely resemble other
Group E types. Striations very occasionally appear. Many of these coins are on comparatively
broad flans, larger than those of E1/2–1 and most other Group E issues. It seems likely, however, that they are derived from E1/2–1 rather than vice versa and, like subgroup E5, are a late
broad flan issue. That these two broad flan subgroups were conceivably produced at the same
mint(s) should not be discounted. Diameters are usually 16–17 mm (mean 16.4 mm) and
weights 1.0–2.2 g (mean 1.6 g).
Type E2/2, with a left-facing head and right-facing bull, is Allen K1. Type E2/4, with a
right-facing head, was not seen by Allen. The distribution of both types is heavily concentrated on the hoards, although there is a difference in that E2/4 is currently known only from
the Thames Valley hoards, whereas E2/2 is also found in Kent, at Thurnham and particularly
Birchington.
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Subgroup E3
This subgroup, which is again relatively common, includes Allen J2. They are usually neatly
produced but can suffer from poor casting. Like subgroup E4, the heads resemble those of
early Group F, and the bull is also sometimes straight enough to almost pass as Group F. It is
likely that they influenced the later coins. Whether E3 or E4 is the latest is not currently possible
to discern and they may even have been contemporary issues from different mints. Diameters
are usually 15–16.5 mm (mean 15.5 mm) and weights 1.0–2.0 g (mean 1.5 g).
These coins are defined by reverses depicting a bull of gently curved form, with a tail and
rear leg composed of a single line curving slightly forwards above the body. The inner front leg
is usually slightly curved although both this and the tail can be quite straight. Both E3/4, with
the head and bull both facing right, and E3/3, with a laterally reversed bull, are known with
blind and sighted heads. None have yet been noted with striations. Their immediate prototype
is probably E1/4. The curved front legs of the bull on E3/3–1c were copied by the subgroup F3
types, which may also have been influenced by E3/4–4a among others. Both types are found
across Kent and the lower Thames Valley, with a few outliers to the north and south.
Subgroup E4
This late subgroup, which usually has neatly produced flans and designs, includes Allen J4.
These coins are defined by a bull with a straight body, legs which are usually straight but may
be curved, and a tail which curves sharply back over the body. The head, which closely resembles early Group F types, varies little in style although both blind and sighted versions exist.
Striations occasionally appear. They may have been copied from D3/4 but are smaller and
neater, displaying a more angular bull with straighter legs. On some coins, one of the front legs
of the bull is absent, seemingly a deliberate feature. This is occasionally seen elsewhere in the
Flat Linear series, and three-legged animals also appear on later coins.106 Diameters are usually 15–16 mm (mean 15.9 mm) and weights 1.0–2.1 g (mean 1.5 g). One specimen in the
Birchington hoard has a diameter of 17.5 mm and an axis of 270 rather than the usual 90
degrees but cannot obviously be attributed to any other subgroup.
The distribution of this subgroup leans heavily towards Kent, with many examples in the
Birchington hoard. It is also known at Thurnham, and from a handful of coins in the Thames
Valley hoards, but the number of single finds is minimal, with only one piece certainly from
outside the Kent/Thames Valley region.
Subgroup E5
The likely immediate prototypes of this small subgroup, mostly consisting of coins from the
Birchington hoard, the only two examples from outside east Kent being in the Sunbury hoard,
suggest that it comes towards the end of the Group E sequence. These coins are characterised
by broad flans, unlike most Group E issues other than those of subgroup E2, and a tall,
well-executed head. The reverses vary, the bull having a tail of curved or straight form, but
always with straight legs and similar bodies. On the basis of this latter feature, consideration
was given to allocating these coins to Group F, but the flans are quite unlike anything found
in that group, as are some of the tail forms. It has therefore been concluded that they are
proper to Group E but with features pre-empting what came shortly after. Diameters are usually
16–17 mm (mean 16.8 mm) and weights 1.2–1.9 g (mean 1.5 g). All known examples have an
axis of 90 degrees.
Type E5/4–1 draws inspiration from types E1/4, E3/4 and E4/4, while E5/4–2, with a more
angular bull but a very similar head, presumably derives from E5/4–1. The possibility that they
emanated from the same location as at least part of subgroup E2 has been mentioned above.
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Group F
Coins of this group are split into four subgroups, with a considerable number of subtypes and
variants. They include Allen types H and L in their entirety, J6, and (part of) M2. These coins
are stylistically the latest of the large flan issues, the latest types providing the prototypes for
the early Group G issues, which may have some chronological overlap. The flans are thin and
generally neat, as are the designs. The defining feature of this group is that the bull is now
composed principally of straight lines, notably the legs, although some curvature of the body
and tail still occasionally occurs, and leg variations also appear. The head, which is similar to
later Group E obverses, can be either blind or, more often sighted and some reverse types
are found with both blind and sighted obverses, suggesting that these types are probably
contemporary. It is likely that some blind heads were intended to be sighted but the eye pellet
has failed to cast. Striations are very rare in this group.

Map F. Flat Linear Potins Group F
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Subgroup F1
This subgroup includes Allen H4 and J6, both depicting a right-facing head and left-facing
bull. Recording of the Snettisham hoard by the writer showed that Allen’s drawing of J7 is
incorrect and the type does not exist. Diameters are usually 14.5–16 mm (mean 15.3 mm) and
weights 1.1–2.6 g (mean 1.6 g). Almost all known examples have an axis of 270 degrees. The
distribution of F1 is biased towards the hoards of the lower Thames Valley, notably Sunbury,
with others from Snettisham. With the exception of the Thurnham hoard, which on initial
study appears to contain a reasonable number, very few F1 coins have been recorded from
Kent.
The distinguishing feature is a bull displaying a degree of curvature to the back and a tail
usually of flattened crescent form, giving a springy appearance. The legs, however, are now
invariably straight, a feature which appeared towards the end of Group E and subsequently
became the standard for the remainder of the series with few exceptions. The head may be
either blind or sighted, the latter being more frequent, and the face and nose may be either
open or closed. Production and design are usually of a reasonable standard.
Subgroup F2
This is the largest and most splintered subgroup in the entire series as a plethora of types and
variants appear. Coins belonging to this subgroup, which contains Allen H2 and all his L
types, are among the commonest of all Flat Linear potins, and the apparent increase in production, not to mention structured deposition, at around this time may have been matched by
an increase in the number of mint sites, leading to the greater range of types. The head remains
of generally similar style to F1, with few significant variations, notwithstanding that the face
and nose may be either open or closed. Both blind and sighted heads occur, the latter being
much more frequent. The bull, meanwhile, while now consisting of mostly straight lines
although still with occasional curvature of body, tail or legs, shows slightly more variation,
with the position of the legs changing from apart to joined, and the appearance of a few
minor variants. Production and design are again usually of a reasonable standard. Diameters
are usually 14.5–17 mm (mean 15.4 mm) and weights 1.1–2.3 g (mean 1.6 g).
Type F2/3, with a right-facing head and left-facing bull, contains the most subtypes, with
eleven being discerned. This type includes Allen H2 and L1 to L5. They derive directly from
F1/3, the change from which is marginal in some cases. On coins of subtypes F2/3–1 to F2/3–5,
the bull’s legs are always apart, with the solitary exceptions of F2/3–4c and 4d. This changes
to one or the other pair being joined in F2/3–6 to F2/3–9, and both pairs being joined in
F2/3–10 and 11. Overall, the earlier types most often have a 270 degree axis and the later ones
are usually 90 degrees, but in neither case is this consistently so. An engraving error is seen on
some examples of F2/3–9a, on which an open nose was changed to a closed nose.
None of the other types contains more than five subtypes. Type F2/2, on which the head
and bull have both been laterally reversed, includes Allen L6, while F2/1, where the bull is
again facing left, includes Allen L7. Type F2/4, with the head and bull both facing right, is
extremely rare and was not known in 1971.
Type F2/1 has its main concentration in east Kent although it does spread further afield, as
far as West Sussex and Berkshire, but very rarely north of the Thames. With the exception of
a single coin it is also significantly absent from the Thames Valley hoards. The Kentish bias
also lends weight to F4/5, into which F2/1 develops, originating from the same area. By contrast, F2/2 is common in the Thames Valley hoards and, while the single finds again lean
towards Kent, there are a greater number from elsewhere across south-east England, although
again rarely north of the Thames with the exception of the Snettisham hoard. Overall, the
common type F2/3, with more than 300 pieces spread across the numerous subtypes, is similar
to F2/2, although these are more widely spread than any other Flat Linear type, stretching
well beyond Kent and the rest of south-east England, with examples from as far away as
Somerset, Worcestershire, Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire, and even a small group from
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Yorkshire, from where no other Flat Linear potins are recorded. This suggests more widespread usage and acceptance than previously, with the dominance of these coins now at their
peak. Type F2/3 is also very common in the Thames Valley hoards, especially Sunbury, and is
present in large numbers at Snettisham. In contrast, F2/4 is too rare to say anything about its
distribution.
Subgroup F3
This subgroup contains Allen H3 and is cast on small and generally neat flans, with their principal distinguishing feature being a particularly crudely inscribed head of very open style and
a thin neck with no central neckline. The head may be either blind or sighted. This may be
derived from other Group F types, notably F2/3–7b but inspiration could also come from
certain Group E types, in particular E1/5–1a and E3/3–1c. The bull is principally composed
of straight lines, although a slight degree of curvature still occasionally occurs. The legs are
usually straight but the front pair are curved on certain varieties. The legs may be either apart
or joined. These coins may be the products of a particular mint. On one type (F3/5), the direction of the bull is indeterminate because of the poor quality of the workmanship. Diameters
are usually 14.5–15.5 mm (mean 15.0 mm) and weights 1.4–2.0 g (mean 1.6 g).
Type F3/3, which always has a 90 degree axis, has a well-scattered distribution, with marginally more single finds outside Kent than within it, and with a small concentration in Essex.
An East Anglian link is also provided by several examples in the Snettisham hoard, although
there are a similar number at Sunbury and they also appear in other Thames Valley hoards.
There are no recorded findspots for the extremely rare F3/4 and F3/5.
Subgroup F4
This subgroup is represented by the larger module version of Allen M2, of comparable size to
the remainder of Group F, and is characterised by neatly produced flans and designs. The
head is very similar to those of F2/1 and F2/2 in particular and is evidently copied from one
of those. The bull, of indeterminate direction owing to the lack of an obvious head and tail,
is composed entirely of straight lines, and derives from F2/1. Several specimens exhibit striations. It bridges the gap between Allen’s Classes I and II and several examples are present in
the Takeley hoard in direct association with the similar but smaller and cruder G1/5–1a, but
they are yet to be identified within a wholly Group F hoard. Away from the Takeley hoard,
single specimens are known from east Kent and there is little reason to doubt that the type is
Kentish, although once again there are a small number of single finds from Essex. Diameters
are usually 14.5–16 mm (mean 15.1 mm) and weights 1.2–2.0 g (mean 1.5 g). The axis is always
270 degrees.
Group G
Coins in this group, the latest and most degraded of the series, are split into four subgroups.
They are equivalent to Allen’s Class II and are distinguished from the preceding groups by
their smaller diameter (maximum 14.5 mm, reducing to 11.0 mm) and particularly crude
designs. Striations appear for the final time in the early stages of this group.
Although it is technically possible to split this group in the same way as the preceding
groups, the crudity of the designs makes this problematic in practice and the number of potential variants makes the system difficult to use. At the most detailed level, on many coins, it is
not possible to determine which variety is present. It is often unclear if the face is detached or
joined, or if the legs of the bull are separated or joined, and on some coins the legs are so
badly inscribed that they fail to reach the body. Engraving errors occur more frequently in this
group, with superfluous crescents and lines appearing. A more simplified approach has therefore been taken and the condition of the head and bull is treated as being less deliberate than
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in previous groups, i.e. separate numbers have not been allocated for every discernible minor
variant. Coins listed under a particular reference may have, for example, the legs of the bull
either apart or joined rather than having separate references for each. This has the added
benefit of allowing the more obvious varieties to be clearly delineated.
Apart from being smaller than coins of the preceding groups, Group G also has a different
distribution, and with more single finds – nearly 400 – than any other group. Although Kent
still accounts for comfortably the largest number of single finds of subgroups G1, G2 and G3,
in each case, there are a significant number of finds from Hertfordshire and the southern half
of East Anglia, particularly for the latter two subgroups. They outnumber by far the single
finds from elsewhere, except Kent, although those finds stretch over a wide area, as far as
Dorset and Gloucestershire in the west and Lincolnshire in the north. There are even four
examples from the central Gaulish oppidum of Corent. The East Anglian connection reaches
a peak in subgroup G4, which is almost certainly a locally produced issue. Only two certain
Group G hoards are so far known, Takeley and New Addington, the first fully recorded but
the latter poorly recorded and now lost.

Map G.
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Subgroup G1
Coins within this subgroup retain a recognisable head, probably copied from F4/5. The eye
pellet is often larger than previously and projects further from the surface of the coin, making
it difficult to lay the coin level on a flat surface, but is not infrequently different in size from
the corresponding central pellet on the reverse. The reverse still has two crescents above the
bull but they are no longer joined to the body by a tail; some coins appear to exhibit the
remains of a tail but this is the result of increasingly poor workmanship rather than being a
deliberate part of the design. It is sometimes possible to guess at which direction the bull is
supposed to be facing but little conformity is apparent and the direction is best regarded as
indeterminate. Striations are found within this subgroup, with an example of G1/6–1a the
latest type yet recorded with this feature. Diameters are usually 12–14.5 mm (mean 13.3 mm)
and weights 0.8–1.5 g (mean 1.1 g). Type G1/5–1a always has an axis of 90 degrees, i.e. the
opposite of the similar but larger F4/5.
Type G1/5 contains Allen M1 and the reduced module version of M2, while G1/6 is equivalent to M3 and N1. The coins are initially of neat style but degradation soon sets in with coins
of G1/6 smaller and cruder than most of those of G1/5 and with lateral reversal of the obverse
design. This is the point at which the series begins its final decline. The head of G1/6 has degenerated to a simple outline and profile and the eye pellet has become a more prominent feature.
The bull is also more degenerate than on G1/5. Allen regarded his type N1 as a reduced version
of M3 but, in practice, there seems insufficient reason to separate these types.
A coin produced from a metal other than copper-alloy is known from this subgroup. CCI
00.0644 is an example of G1/6–1 but apparently cast in lead. There is insufficient evidence to
determine if this is an ancient or a modern forgery, or even a test piece, but it is clearly irregular
in any case.
Subgroup G2
Apart from the first type (G2/5–1a), coins in this subgroup display a more degraded outline
head, consisting of no more than a prominent eye ring and pellet with part of a concentric
ring representing the head outline, although the facial crescents remain. The reverse now has
only one crescent above the bull and this is also occasionally absent, although it sometimes
transfers to the exergue, copying G1/5–2a. It is very rarely possible to guess the direction of
the bull, so abstract has it become, and it may be that the moneyers no longer realised it was
supposed to be a bull. The central pellet can again vary in size between one side and the other,
with misalignments sometimes occurring, and in one instance is absent from the obverse. An
example of G2/5–1c displays traces of a compass line continuing below the eye ring. Diameters
are typically 12–13 mm and weights 0.9–1.3 g (mean 1.2 g).
Type G2/5 is equivalent to Allen O2, with the earliest variant copied from G1/5, while G2/6 is
equivalent to Allen O1 and copies G1/6. They are of similar standard to one another, both in
terms of size and competence of design, and again they are separated by lateral reversal of the
obverse design. Type G2/6 contains a greater number of discernible variants than G2/5, including a range of unusual obverse variants, most notably G2/6–5a, where the eye is in the form of
a spoked wheel with two additional diagonal lines below perhaps representing shoulders, the
only appearance of such features in the entire series.
Subgroup G3
This subgroup is stylistically the latest in the Flat Linear series. These coins are notable for their
crudity, with their barely recognisable designs now bearing very little resemblance to those seen
within Groups A to F. The obverse is dominated by the eye ring and central pellet and any
attempt at an outline head has disappeared, although the facial crescents survive until the very
last stages, leaving a very crude profile face. The reverse is also dominated by the central pellet
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and the bull is little more than an abstract pattern of lines similar to subgroup G2. There is
usually one crescent above the bull. The central pellet again often varies in size between one
side and the other, and again in one instance is absent from the obverse, the final appearance of
a blind eye. Diameters are typically 12–13 mm and weights 0.9–1.3 g (mean 1.2 g).
Type G3/5 is equivalent to Allen P2 and copies G2/5, while G3/6 is equivalent to Allen P1
and copies G2/6, with the same lateral reversal of the obverse continuing. A third type (G3/9)
is discernible within this subgroup, on which even the face profile disappears, ultimately leaving
just a circle containing a pellet to represent the head. The nadir of the Flat Linear series occurs
here, bringing an end to the series.
Some coins within this subgroup probably belong to subgroup G2, the head having failed
to properly cast, leaving little or no trace of the outline. The head outline on a number of
examples within G2 is more weakly cast than the remainder of the design and consequently
some G3 types are probably wrongly ascribed. Here it is apposite to remember that if no head
outline at all is visible then the coin should be ascribed to G3, otherwise it should be regarded
as G2.
Subgroup G4
This subgroup is probably contemporary with G3, to which it is similar, although it is known
both with and without a head outline, the latter being more common. There is one crescent
above the abstract bull. The defining feature of this subgroup is that the rightmost leg of the
bull is inverted, i.e. it starts from the exergual line rather than the body line. The distribution
of these coins strongly suggests a North Thames rather than Kentish origin, with a particular
concentration around the well-known Iron Age hub of Braughing/Puckeridge, which could
be their production site, and they evidently copy existing coins which had penetrated into that
region. The only Kentish provenance is a single coin from Gravesend, in the far northwest of
the county. Although Allen knew of this type in the 1930s, he failed to recognise it as a type
in its own right and consequently did not allocate it a reference.107 Diameters are typically
12–13 mm and weights 0.8–1.2 g (mean 1.1 g).
Summary
During the course of this study, it became evident that the number of known Flat Linear
potin types and variants has increased substantially over the last forty years and this new classification includes nearly five times as many coins as Allen listed in 1971. With the capacity for
expansion built into the new system, it is to be hoped that it will remain functional for some
years to come. It is intended that there will be an addendum in due course to take account of
further types which will inevitably appear.
A variety of sources have been used in the writing of this article, in particular the Celtic
Coin Index (CCI) and records made over a number of years by the author, but also the
Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS), the UKDFD online database, private metal-detectorist
collections, museums and excavated finds made by archaeological units. Perhaps most importantly, the hoards, several of which remain unpublished – although plans are in place as a
follow-up to this paper to rectify this situation – and some of which are as yet not recorded
with the CCI. Were it not for the hoards being made available to the author for study and
recording, it would not have been possible to devise a new classification system or produce
this paper. Any omissions and errors, as ever, lie solely with the author.

107

Allen 1938, 353, fig. 8.
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APPENDIX A: CATALOGUE OF THE FLAT LINEAR POTIN SERIES
The reference numbers are based on the subgroups into which the series has been divided. The first part of the
reference consists of the group letter and subgroup number. This is separated by an oblique from the type number,
which is based on the orientation of the designs as described below. The latter part of the reference, separated by
a hyphen, consists of the division of the types into subtypes and variants. In most cases, it should be possible to
identify a coin to at least type level.
The type number is based on the direction faced by the head and the bull, in that order. There are a maximum
of nine possible direction combinations/types within a subgroup, each allocated a fixed number throughout the
series ranging from both sides facing left (1) through to both sides being indeterminate (9). Using the example of
type F2/3, it is a coin of subgroup F2 on which the head faces right and the bull left, so the third character can only
be ‘3’. The standard direction indicator references are allocated as follows:
1 = L/L   2 = L/R   3 = R/L   4 = R/R   5 = L/I   6 = R/I   7 = I/L   8 = I/R   9 = I/I
The different levels of identification and their annotation are:
F2/3–2b
F2/3–2
F2/3
F2
F
A>F
Unc

Fully identified to variant
Identified to subtype
Identified to type
Identified to subgroup
Identified to group but not possible to go further
Unidentifiable but with large flan (Groups A–F)
Completely unidentifiable

The catalogue is arranged by subgroup and each section contains three tables. The first table lists the types, including a description of both obverse and reverse, within that subgroup; the second table lists the subtypes and their
summary details within each type; and the third table lists the variants. The catalogue should be used in conjunction
with the line drawings, which are arranged by group, with each subgroup separated by dividing lines.
First table
Type
Head
Bull
Description

The reference of the type within a particular subgroup.
The direction in which the head on the obverse side faces (Left/Right/Indeterminate).
The direction in which the bull on the reverse side faces (Left/Right/Indeterminate).
General description of the type.

Second table
Subtype
Description

The reference of the subtype within a particular type.
Summary descriptive features of the subtype.

Third table
Variant
Axis
Example shown

The reference of the variant within a particular subtype.
The usual mould axis (in degrees) of the variant (e.g. 90, 270, Variable).
The reference number (CCI, PAS etc.) of the example illustrated in the line drawings.

The variants take account of the degree of leeway which occurs within each subtype; for example, the face and
nose may be open or closed, and the legs of the bull may be apart or together. Drawings of all the variants are
provided in Appendix B and should be used to determine which one you have. A full descriptive catalogue of each
variant can be provided to interested parties on request. Consideration was given to removing the variant suffix,
but this would mean an increase in the number of subtypes, resulting in coins which belong to the same subtype
becoming separated. Appendix C shows the concordance between the new system and the existing systems.
Drawings have been made directly from coins by the author as far as possible. Others have been taken from
photographs, examples not being readily to hand. One coin (type D7/4–1a; Allen J1) is only known from Allen’s
1971 drawing and does not appear to have been recorded in the CCI. The drawings are at 1:1 wherever possible
although some of those taken from photographs are based on the typical diameter for the type to which they
belong, the actual diameter being unknown.
Wherever possible, an indication of the typical diameter and weight is given in the main text above for those
subgroups for which details have been verified by the writer, principally the coins from the hoards used in Fig. 2
(p. 7). Individual coins may exceed the ranges given at either end.
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Subgroup A1
Type

Head

A1/1

L

Bull

Description

L	Obv: Part-linear, part-solid head; concentric curved lines on the head representing
a helmet.
			Rev: Full-bodied bull, exergual line below and tail above. The bull may have both
or only one front and/or rear legs.
A1/2
L
R
Obv: Similar to A1/1.
			
Rev: Full-bodied bull, exergual line below and tail above.
Subtype

Description

A1/1–1
The bull has both front and both rear legs.
A1/1–2	Bull of different style and with only one front but either one or both rear legs. The bull’s head is
shown as two distinct pellets, which may be separate or joined.
A1/2–1	The bull is of flowing appearance with a tail of sinuous form. There are pellets on the body and
within an openwork head.
Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

A1/1–1a
A1/1–2a

270
Var.

CCI 67.0385
CCI 96.2340

A1/1–2b
A1/2–1a

Var.
270

CCI 95.1045
CCI 84.0038

Subgroup A2
Type

Head

A2/1

L

Bull

Description

L	Obv: Part-linear, part-solid head; concentric curved lines on the head representing
a helmet. Cruder style than A1/1 types.
			Rev: Linear bull, exergual line below and tail above. The bull may have one or
both rear legs.
A2/2
L
R
Obv: Similar to A2/1–1 but increasingly linear in appearance.
			
Rev: Linear bull, exergual line below and tail above. The bull has both rear legs.
Subtype

Description

A2/1–1
A2/1–2
A2/2–1

The bull may have one or both rear legs.
Different style, with a bull of ungainly appearance and a tail of sinuous form.
The rear legs of the bull may be apart or joined.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

A2/1–1a
A2/1–1b
A2/1–1c
A2/1–1d
A2/1–2a

Var.
Var.
Var.
90
90

CCI 98.2318
CCI 03.1092
CCI 94.0720
UKDFD 45999
CCI 02.0572

A2/1–2b
A2/2–1a
A2/2–1b
A2/2–1c

90
90/270
90
90

CCI 07.0826
Private coll.
CCI 84.0035
UKDFD 44567

Subgroup B1
Type

Head

Bull

Description

B1/2
L
R
Obv: Linear head, vertical neckline, eye ring with no pellet.
			Rev: Thick-bodied bull, exergual line below. The rear legs of the bull are joined
or slightly apart, the front legs are apart. Wavy tail above, which may or may not
show as separate crescents.
Subtype

Description

B1/2–1
B1/2–2

Additional curved line around the head, representing a degraded helmet.
No additional line around the head. Reverse similar to B1/2–1.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

B1/2–1a
B1/2–1b

270
270

CCI 12.0290
CCI 95.0108

B1/2–2a
B1/2–2b

90/270
90/270

CCI 96.3192
Private coll.
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Subgroup B2
Type

Head

Bull

Description

B2/2
L
R
Obv: Linear head, vertical neckline, eye ring with no pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull, exergual line below. The rear legs of the bull may be joined or apart,
the front legs are apart. Wavy tail above, which may or may not show as separate
crescents.
B2/3
R
L
Obv: Similar to B2/2 but laterally reversed.
			
Rev: Similar to B2/2–1 but laterally reversed.
B2/4
R
R
Obv: Similar to B2/3.
			
Rev: Similar to B2/2-4.
Subtype

Description

B2/2–1
Well-executed designs. The bull, of curved form, has both front legs.
B2/2–2
More degenerate than B2/2–1 but the bull retains both front legs.
B2/2–3
The head has an eye ring with a separate pellet below, giving the appearance of crying.
B2/2–4	Rough style with a cruder head. The bull is more angular, still with both front legs. The tail more
closely copies the original MA legend.
B2/2–5
The bull now has only one front leg.
B2/3–1
The bull has both front legs.
B2/4–1
The reverse is similar to B2/2–4. The bull has both front legs. The rear legs are usually elongated.
Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

B2/2–1a
B2/2–1b
B2/2–1c
B2/2–1d
B2/2–2a
B2/2–2b
B2/2–2c
B2/2–3a

270
270
270
270
90/270
270
270
270

CCI 14.0521
CCI 99.0785
CCI 14.0215
CCI 67.0386
CCI 61.0495
CCI 61.0500
CCI 14.0431
CCI 95.0132

B2/2–4a
B2/2–4b
B2/2–5a
B2/2–5b
B2/2–5c
B2/3–1a
B2/4–1a
B2/4–1b

270
270
90
90/270
90/270
90
90
90

CCI 01.1858
CCI 14.0425
CCI 61.0496
CCI 14.0428
Private coll.
Thurnham hoard
CCI 14.0493
CCI 14.0515

Subgroup B3
Type

Head

Bull

Description

B3/2
L
R
Obv: Linear head, with or without neckline, eye ring with no pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull, exergual line below. There is only one rear leg, joining the tail to
the exergual line. Either one or both front legs are present. Wavy tail above.
B3/4
R
R
Obv: Linear head, with or without neckline, eye ring with no pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull, exergual line below. There is one rear leg, joining the tail to the
exergual line. Either one or both front legs are present. Wavy tail above, which
may or may not show as separate crescents.
Subtype

Description

B3/2–1
B3/2–2
B3/2–3
B3/2–4
B3/2–5
B3/4–1
B3/4–2

The head has a neckline. The bull has both front legs.
The head has no neckline. Reverse similar to B3/2–1.
The head has a neckline. The bull has one front leg.
The head has no neckline. Reverse as B3/2–3.
The head has a neckline. The bull has one front leg but no projection representing the head.
The head has no neckline. The bull has both front legs.
The head has a neckline. The bull has one front leg.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

B3/2–1a
B3/2–1b
B3/2–2a
B3/2–3a
B3/2–3b
B3/2–3c
B3/2–4a
B3/2–4b

90/270
270
90
90/270
90
90
90
90

CCI 12.0857
CCI 11.1078
CCI 14.0037
CCI 61.0487
CCI 94.0424
CCI 61.0494
CCI 14.0220
CCI 61.0488

B3/2–4c
B3/2–4d
B3/2–4e
B3/2–4f
B3/2–5a
B3/2–5b
B3/4–1a
B3/4–2a

90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

CCI 61.0489
CCI 61.0491
CCI 01.1103
CCI 61.0493
CCI 61.0492
CCI 14.0219
UKDFD 612
CCI 12.0288
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Subgroup B4
Type

Head

Bull

Description

B4/2
L
R
Obv: Linear head, vertical neckline, eye ring with no pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull, exergual line below. There is one rear leg but both front legs are
present. Wavy tail above, soon degenerating.
Subtype

Description

B4/2–1
The head has an open eye ring which joins to the neckline. The reverse may have a central pellet.
B4/2–2	The head is of much cruder style with an elongated neckline which may or may not join the eye ring.
The upper crescent of the profile may be indistinct from the head outline and the lower crescent is
absent. The bull, which may include a central pellet, is also of simpler form.
Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

B4/2–1a
B4/2–1b

90/270
270

UKDFD 18669
CCI 02.0714

B4/2–2a
B4/2–2b

90
270

CCI 01.0322
CCI 12.0283

Subgroup B5
Type

Head

Bull

Description

B5/1
L
L
Obv: Crude linear head, with or without neckline, eye ring with no pellet.
			Rev: Crude linear bull. There is one rear leg, but one or both front legs may be
present.
B5/2
L
R
Obv: Linear head, vertical neckline, eye ring with no pellet.
			Rev: Crude linear bull, exergual line merged with bull. There is one rear leg and
one front leg (both front legs variety may exist).
B5/4
R
R
Obv: Linear head, vertical neckline, eye ring with no pellet.
			Rev: Crude linear bull, exergual line merged with bull. There is one rear leg, but
no front leg, only a head projection (variety with leg may exist).
Subtype

Description

B5/1–1	The head, with neckline, is of crude style and the lower crescent of the profile is absent. The bull is
of degenerate, barely recognisable form, but has both front legs.
B5/1–2
Similar to B5/1–1 but the head has no neckline. The bull only has one front leg.
B5/1–3	The head is similar to B5/1–1 but the bull is of unusual form, consisting of a curve with two vertical
lines below and a forked head. The tail is a single, separate line.
B5/2–1
The head is of neat style but the bull is of degenerate, barely recognisable form.
B5/4-1	The head is of relatively neat style but the top crescent of the profile has merged with the head outline.
The bull is of degenerate form.
Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

B5/1–1a
B5/1–2a
B5/1–3a

270
270
90

CCI 71.0097
CCI 14.0482
CCI 92.0070

B5/2–1a
B5/4–1a

90
90

CCI 14.0162
CCI 14.0212

Subgroup B6
Type

Head

Bull

Description

B6/2
L
R
Obv: Very crude linear head without neckline, eye ring with no pellet.
			Rev: Very crude linear bull. There is one rear leg, joining the exergual line to the
body, and one front leg. The tail is a single, separate crescent.
B6/4
R
R
Obv: Very crude linear head without neckline, eye ring with no pellet.
			
Rev: Similar to B6/2.
Subtype

Description

B6/2–1
B6/4–1

As described in type B6/2 section.
As described in type B6/4 section.
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Variant

Axis

Example shown

B6/2–1a
B6/4–1a

315
270

CCI 97.1458
CCI 14.0524

Subgroup C1
Type

Head

C1/2

L

Bull

Description

R	Obv: Linear head of degenerate style, with neckline; eye ring with no pellet. The
back of the head outline returns at a sharp angle, giving the appearance of a
helmet.
			
Rev: Linear bull, exergual line below, one crescent separate from tail above.
Subtype

Description

C1/2–1

Design as described in type C1/2 section. Rough flan.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

C1/2–1a

270

CCI 14.0213

Subgroup C2
Type

Head

Bull

Description

C2/1
L
L
Obv: Linear head of wide open style, with neckline; eye ring with no pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull, exergual line below, one or two crescents separate from tail
above.
Subtype

Description

C2/1–1

Design as described in type C2/1 section. Rough flan.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

C2/1–1a
C2/1–1b

270
270

CCI 14.0480
CCI 62.0152

Subgroup C3
Type

Head

Bull

Description

C3/1
L
L
Obv: Linear head with neckline, eye ring with no pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull, exergual line below, two crescents separate from tail above. The
legs may be apart or joined. Very similar to type C4/1.
Subtype

Description

C3/1–1
C3/1–2

The flan is rough and the designs are comparatively rustic in style.
The flan and designs are neater.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

C3/1–1a
C3/1–1b
C3/1–1c
C3/1–2a

Var.
Var.
Var.
90/270

CCI 14.0221
CCI 14.0064
CCI 14.0248
CCI 14.0207

C3/1–2b
C3/1–2c
C3/1–2d

90/270
90
90/270

CCI 14.0259
CCI 14.0276
CCI 14.0278

Subgroup C4
Type

Head

C4/1

L

Bull

Description

L	Obv: Linear head with neckline, eye composed of three pellets in a triangular
arrangement, no eye ring.
			Rev: Linear bull, exergual line below, two crescents separate from tail above. The
legs may be apart or joined. Very similar to type C3/1.
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Description

C4/1–1

Design as described in type C4/1 section. Flan neatly produced.
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Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

C4/1–1a
C4/1–1b

90
90

CCI 61.0515
CCI 61.0514

C4/1–1c

90

Sunbury 62/70

Subgroup C5
Type

Head

C5/1

L

Bull

Description

L	Obv: Linear head of naturalistic form with distinct and separate facial features.
The eye is represented by a pellet, the ear by a crescent and pellet, and the mouth
by two short lines. There is an obvious nose and chin. The back of the head
terminates in a curl.
			Rev: Linear bull with long curving horn and curving tail, exergual line below. The
head is composed of two pellets joined by a line. There are pellets on the body at
the points where the legs join.
Subtype

Description

C5/1–1

Design as described in type C5/1 section. Neat flan.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

C5/1–1a

90

CCI 05.0218

Subgroup D1
Type

Head

Bull

Description

D1/1
L
L
Obv: Linear head with eye ring and pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull of archaic (Group A) style, exergual line below. Curving tail but
no separate crescents above bull.
Subtype

Description

D1/1–1

Head has eye pellet but (apparently) no neckline. Bull has only one front and one rear leg.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

D1/1–1a

90

CCI 00.1396

Subgroup D2
Type

Head

Bull

Description

D2/1
L
L
Obv: Rough linear head, with neckline and eye ring with pellet.
			Rev: Rough linear bull, exergual line below and two crescents above. (The tail is
not visible but is presumed to exist.)
D2/3
R
L	Obv: Neater linear head, with elongated neckline and short lower profile crescent.
Eye ring without pellet.
			
Rev: Similar to D2/1 but of neater style.
Subtype

Description

D2/1–1
D2/3–1

Head has neckline and eye pellet. Both pairs of legs of bull are apart.
Head has neckline but no eye pellet. Both pairs of legs of bull are apart.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

D2/1–1a
D2/3–1a

270
90

CCI 89.0224
CCI 14.0161
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Subgroup D3
Type

Head

D3/4

R

Bull

Description

R	Obv: Linear head with neckline unless stated. Face and nose may be closed or
slightly open. Eye ring with or without pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull of curved form, sometimes with straighter body; exergual line
below and two detached crescents above.
Subtype

Description

D3/4–1
D3/4–2

Head has no eye pellet.
Head has eye pellet.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

D3/4–1a
D3/4–1b
D3/4–1c

270
270
270

CCI 14.0491
CCI 61.0505
CCI 61.0530

D3/4–2a
D3/4–2b
D3/4–2c

270
270
270

CCI 14.0013
CCI 14.0028
CCI 14.0516

Subgroup D4
Type

Head

D4/4

R

Bull

Description

R	Obv: Linear head with neckline unless stated. Face and nose may be closed or
open. Eye ring with or without pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull of curved form, sometimes with straighter body; exergual line
below and one detached crescent above. The legs are usually apart. The tail form
varies between a reversed S-shape and an arc joined to a short straight line.
Subtype

Description

D4/4–1
D4/4–2

Head has no eye pellet.
Head has eye pellet.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

D4/4–1a
D4/4–1b
D4/4–1c
D4/4–2a
D4/4–2b

270
270
270
270
270

CCI 14.0185
CCI 61.0510
CCI 14.0086
CCI 14.0036
CCI 14.0469

D4/4–2c
D4/4–2d
D4/4–2e
D4/4–2f

270
270
270
270

CCI 71.0098
CCI 14.0488
CCI 14.0508
CCI 68.1053

Subgroup D5
Type

Head

D5/4

R

Bull

Description

R	Obv: Linear head with or without neckline. Eye ring with pellet. On some coins
the head outline and profile consists of a near continuous circle.
			Rev: Linear bull of curved form, soon becoming very crude; exergual line below
and usually one detached crescent above.
D5/8
Ind
R	Obv: Linear head without neckline. Eye ring with pellet. The head outline and
profile has been replaced by a fully continuous circle.
			Rev: Linear bull of curved form; exergual line below and one detached crescent
above.
Subtype

Description

D5/4–1	The head outline consists of a near continuous circle with little trace of a profile. The bull is a copy
of type D4/4.
D5/4–2	The head outline consists of a near continuous circle with little trace of a profile. The bull is much
cruder.
D5/4–3
The head outline and profile are of ‘normal’ appearance. The bull is crudely inscribed.
D5/4–4	Head has eye pellet. Degraded bull with one front and one rear leg. Body extended beyond rear leg
and tail to form a cross.
D5/8–1	The head outline consists of a fully continuous circle with no trace of a profile. The bull is a copy of
type D4/4.
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Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

D5/4–1a
D5/4–2a
D5/4–3a
D5/4–3b

270
270
270
270

CCI 14.0182
CCI 14.0136
CCI 14.0198
CCI 14.0384

D5/4–3c
D5/4–3d
D5/4–4a
D5/8–1a

270
270
270
270

CCI 14.0125
CCI 14.0072
CCI 14.0202
Sunbury 62/317

Subgroup D6
Type

Head

D6/1

L

Bull

Description

L	Obv: Linear head with neckline unless stated. Face and nose may be closed or
(usually) open. Eye ring with or without pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull of curved form, exergual line below and two crescents above.
The legs may be apart or joined.
Subtype

Description

D6/1–1
Head has no eye pellet. Bull has curved tail.
D6/1–2
Head has eye pellet. Bull has curved tail. Some obverses are particularly crude.
D6/1–3	Head has eye pellet. May or may not have neckline. Bull has straight tail and rear leg composed of a
single straight line.
Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

D6/1–1a
D6/1–2a
D6/1–2b

90
90/270
90/270

Sunbury 62/19
CCI 14.0172
CCI 14.0087

D6/1–2c
D6/1–3a
D6/1–3b

90/270
270
270

CCI 14.0355
Sunbury 62/32
CCI 14.0203

Subgroup D7
Type

Head

D7/1

L

Bull

Description

L	Obv: Linear head with or without neckline. Face and nose may be closed or open.
Eye ring with or without pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull of curved form, exergual line below and one detached crescent
above. The other crescent has merged with the tail. The legs may be apart or
joined.
D7/3
R
L
Obv: Similar to D7/1 but laterally reversed.
			
Rev: Similar to D7/1 but with some variants.
D7/4
R
R
Obv: Linear head with neckline and eye ring with pellet.
			
Rev: Similar to D7/3 but laterally reversed.
Subtype

Description

D7/1–1
Head has no eye pellet.
D7/1–2
Head has eye pellet.
D7/3–1
Head has no eye pellet. May or may not have neckline. Variant forms of bull.
D7/3–2
Head has eye pellet.
D7/3–3	Head has eye pellet but no neckline, and is of different style. The inner legs of the bull are shortened
and terminated by a horizontal line separate from the exergual line.
D7/4–1
Head has eye pellet.
Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

D7/1–1a
D7/1–2a
D7/1–2b
D7/1–2c
D7/3–1a
D7/3–1b
D7/3–1c
D7/3–1d

270
270
270
270
90
90
90
90

CCI 14.0151
CCI 12.0282
CCI 61.0564
CCI 61.0561
CCI 61.0559
CCI 73.0705
CCI 08.9894
CCI 04.0418

D7/3–2a
D7/3–2b
D7/3–2c
D7/3–2d
D7/3–2e
D7/3–3a
D7/4–1a

90
90
90
90
90
90
?

CCI 14.0104
CCI 14.0197
CCI 14.0069
CCI 14.0079
CCI 14.0342
CCI 14.0081
Allen J1
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Subgroup E1
Type

Head

E1/2

L

Bull

Description

R	Obv: Linear head with neckline. Nose may be closed or open. Eye ring with or
without pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull of angular or gently curved form; exergual line below and two
detached crescents above. The legs are apart unless stated.
E1/3
R
L
Obv: Linear head with neckline. Face and nose closed. Eye ring with pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull of part-curved, part-angular form; exergual line below and two
detached crescents above.
E1/4
R
R	Obv: Linear head with neckline unless stated. Face and nose may be closed or
open. Eye ring with or without pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull of curved form, although the body may sometimes be straighter;
exergual line below and two detached crescents above. The legs are apart unless
stated.
E1/5
L
Ind
Obv: Open-style linear head with eye pellet, but no neckline.
			Rev: Linear bull of curved form, with no obvious ends. Exergual line below and
two crescents above.
Subtype

Description

E1/2–1
Head has eye pellet. Bull of angular form with crooked legs; tail projects backwards.
E1/2–2
Head has eye pellet but (?) no neckline. The bull’s tail projects backwards.
E1/2–3
Head has no eye pellet and no neckline. The bull’s tail projects backwards.
E1/2–4
Head has no obvious eye ring, only a pellet, which may be elongated.
E1/3–1
Inner rear leg of bull is curved, Body, rear leg and tail form a cross. Degraded style.
E1/4–1
Head has no eye pellet. The bull’s tail projects backwards.
E1/4–2
Head has eye pellet. The bull’s tail projects backwards. Rear leg sometimes crooked.
E1/4–3
Large head filling most of flan; no eye pellet. The bull’s tail is curved.
E1/4–4
As E1/4–3 but head has eye pellet.
E1/4–5
Head has no eye pellet and no neckline. Reverses as E1/4–1.
E1/4–6
Head has eye pellet but no neckline. Bull of angular form with crooked legs.
E1/5–1	Head has eye pellet. Bull’s body consists of a curve merging directly into the front and rear legs. No
head or tail and no indication of direction faced.
Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

E1/2–1a
E1/2–1b
E1/2–2a
E1/2–3a
E1/2–4a
E1/3–1a
E1/4–1a
E1/4–1b
E1/4–2a

90
90
90
270
90
180
90
90
90

CCI 61.0560
CCI 14.0361
CCI 96.3416
SUR-CD8767
CCI 82.0387
CCI 12.0291
CCI 14.0023
CCI 14.0057
CCI 61.0573

E1/4–2b
E1/4–2c
E1/4–2d
E1/4–3a
E1/4–4a
E1/4–5a
E1/4–5b
E1/4–6a
E1/5–1a

90
90
90
270
270
90
270
270
90

CCI 14.0127
SUR-5E24B7
CCI 96.3415
Thurnham hoard
CCI 13.0852
CCI 08.0573
CCI 87.0507
LON-739E05
CCI 73.0760

Subgroup E2
Type

Head

E2/2

L

Bull

Description

R	Obv: Linear head with neckline unless stated. Face and nose may be closed or
open. Eye ring with pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull with crooked legs and a flowing tail above, sometimes with an
additional crescent. Body usually quite straight. Exergual line below; in exergue,
two inverted crescents.
E2/4
R
R
Obv: As E2/2 but laterally reversed.
			
Rev: As E2/2.
Subtype

Description

E2/2–1
E2/4–1

Head has eye pellet and neckline. Both pairs of legs of bull are apart but rear may nearly join.
Similar to E2/2–1 but obverse laterally reversed.
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Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

E2/2–1a
E2/2–1b

270
270

CCI 61.0578
CCI 14.0066

E2/2–1c
E2/4–1a

270
90

CCI 73.0763
Sunbury 62/210

Subgroup E3
Type

Head

E3/3

R

Bull

Description

L	Obv: Linear head with neckline unless stated. Eye ring with or without pellet.
The face and nose are frequently, but not always open.
			Rev: Gently curved linear bull, exergual line below and two crescents above unless
stated. The tail projects forwards over the body.
E3/4
R
R
Obv: As E3/3.
			
Rev: As E3/3 but laterally reversed.
Subtype

Description

E3/3–1
Head has no eye pellet.
E3/3–2
Head has eye pellet.
E3/4–1
Head has no eye pellet.
E3/4–2
Head has eye pellet. Bull of curved form.
E3/4–3
Head has eye pellet. Bull has straight tail and legs.
E3/4-4	Head has no eye pellet or neckline. Elongated curving tail with inner projection above bull; no
separate crescents.
Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

E3/3–1a
E3/3–1b
E3/3–1c
E3/3–2a
E3/3–2b
E3/4–1a

90
90
90
90
90
90/270

CCI 04.1767
Sunbury 89/5
CCI 94.0204
CCI 68.1056
CCI 61.0585
CCI 73.0723

E3/4–2a
E3/4–2b
E3/4–2c
E3/4–2d
E3/4–3a
E3/4–4a

270
90/270
90/270
270
270
90

CCI 68.1047
CCI 14.0030
Sunbury 62/196
Sunbury 62/201
CCI 73.0758
BUC-C45405

Subgroup E4
Type

Head

E4/4

R

Bull

Description

R	Obv: Linear head with neckline and eye ring with or without pellet. The face and
nose may be closed or open.
			Rev: Linear bull with straight body and (usually) straight legs, exergual line
below and two crescents above. The tail curves back over the body in a C-shape
which sometimes extends into a reversed S-shape.
Subtype

Description

E4/4–1
E4/4–2

Head has no eye pellet.
Head has eye pellet.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

E4/4–1a
E4/4–1b
E4/4–2a
E4/4–2b

90
90
90
90

CCI 14.0041
CCI 14.0047
CCI 14.0098
CCI 14.0059

E4/4-–c
E4/4–2d
E4/4–2e

90
90
90

Sunbury 62/198
CCI 14.0137
CCI 73.0747

Subgroup E5
Type

Head

E5/4

R

Bull

Description

R	Obv: Tall, thin linear head with neckline and eye ring with pellet. Face and nose
closed.
			Rev: Linear bull with tail of either curved or straight form; exergual line below
and two crescents above. The legs may be apart or joined.
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Subtype

Description

E5/4–1
E5/4–2

Bull has tail of curved form.
Bull has tail of straight form.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

E5/4–1a
E5/4–1b
E5/4–1c

90
90
90

CCI 14.0390
CCI 14.0389
CCI 14.0135

E5/4–2a
E5/4–2b

90
90

CCI 14.0394
CCI 14.0393

Subgroup F1
Type

Head

F1/3

R

Bull

Description

L	Obv: Linear head with neckline unless stated. Face is detached and nose may be
closed or open. Eye ring with or without pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull with slightly curved body, tail usually of crescent form curving
outwards; exergual line below and two crescents above. The legs are straight and
may be apart or joined.
Subtype

Description

F1/3–1
F1/3–2
F1/3–3
F1/3–4

Head has no eye pellet. Both pairs of legs of bull are apart.
Head has eye pellet. Reverse as F1/3–1.
Head has no eye pellet. Front legs of bull are joined, rear are apart.
Head has eye pellet. Reverse as F1/3–3.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

F1/3–1a
F1/3–2a
F1/3–2b

270
270
270

CCI 66.0316
CCI 61.0606
CCI 61.0614

F1/3–3a
F1/3–4a
F1/3–4b

270
270
270

CCI 12.0284
Sunbury 62/127
Sunbury 62/156

Subgroup F2
Type

Head

F2/1

L

Bull

Description

L	Obv: Linear head with neckline. Face and nose may be closed or open. Eye ring
with pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull composed mostly of straight lines but some curves still appear,
exergual line below and two crescents above. Legs are apart.
F2/2
L
R
Obv: Similar to F2/1.
			
Rev: Similar to F2/1 but laterally reversed. Legs may join.
F2/3
R
L	Obv: Linear head with neckline unless stated. Face and nose may be closed or
open. Eye ring with or without pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull composed mostly of straight lines but some curves still appear,
exergual line below and two crescents above. Legs may be apart or joined.
F2/4
R
R
Obv: Similar to F2/3.
			
Rev: Similar to F2/2.
Subtype

Description

F2/1–1
Head has eye pellet. Both pairs of legs of bull are apart. Tail may be of crescent form.
F2/2–1
Head has no eye pellet. Both pairs of legs of bull are apart.
F2/2–2
Head has eye pellet. Reverse similar to F2/2–1.
F2/2–3
Head has eye pellet. Front legs of bull are apart, rear are joined.
F2/2–4
Head has eye pellet. Tail extends beyond rear leg rather than being one continuous line.
F2/2–5
Head of disintegrated form with eye pellet and (probably) neckline.
F2/3–1	Head has no eye pellet. Both pairs of legs of bull are apart. Tail or body may still exhibit slight
curvature.
F2/3–2
Head has eye pellet. Reverse similar to F2/3–1.
F2/3–3
Head has no eye pellet. Junction of body, tail and rear leg forms a cross.
F2/3–4
Head has eye pellet. Reverse similar to F2/3–3. There may be slight curvature of bull.
F2/3–5
Head has eye pellet. Bull has only one front leg.
F2/3–6
Head has no eye pellet. Front legs of bull are joined, rear are apart.
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F2/3–8
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F2/3–10
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Head has eye pellet. Reverse similar to F2/3–6.
Head has no eye pellet. Front legs of bull are apart, rear are joined.
Head has eye pellet. Reverse similar to F2/3–8.
Head has no eye pellet. Both pairs of legs of bull are joined.
Head has eye pellet. Reverse similar to F2/3–10 but front legs of bull may be curved.
Head has eye pellet. Both pairs of legs of bull are apart.
Head has no eye pellet. Bull has only one front leg.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

F2/1–1a
F2/1–1b
F2/1–1c
F2/1–1d
F2/2–1a
F2/2–2a
F2/2–2b
F2/2–2c
F2/2–3a
F2/2–4a
F2/2–5a
F2/3–1a
F2/3–1b
F2/3–1c
F2/3–2a
F2/3–2b
F2/3–2c
F2/3–2d
F2/3–2e
F2/3–2f

90/270
90/270
270
270
90
90/270
270
90/270
90
90
90
270
90/270
90/270
270
270
90/270
90/270
90
90

CCI 66.0324
CCI 96.1354
CCI 01.0089
EKA-SF-4770
CCI 73.0721
CCI 61.0644
CCI 06.0800
CCI 08.6294
Sunbury 62/48
CCI 98.0004
CCI 00.0776
Sunbury 62/75
CCI 02.0184
CCI 61.0545
Sunbury 62/155
CCI 98.2323
CCI 61.0616
CCI 61.0628
CCI 61.0549
CCI 61.0541

F2/3–3a
F2/3–4a
F2/3–4b
F2/3–4c
F2/3–4d
F2/3–5a
F2/3–5b
F2/3–6a
F2/3–7a
F2/3–7b
F2/3–8a
F2/3–9a
F2/3–9b
F2/3–10a
F2/3–11a
F2/3–11b
F2/3–11c
F2/3–11d
F2/4–1a
F2/4–2a

90
90/270
90
90
90
270
270
90
90/270
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

Sunbury 62/236
CCI 61.0583
CCI 13.0851
CCI 61.0600
C. Rudd 134/6
CCI 94.0562
CCI 73.0754
CCI 03.0867
Sunbury 62/139
UKDFD 18024
NLM-BCBDB6
Sunbury 62/109
CCI 61.0593
CCI 61.0556
CCI 61.0584
CCI 04.2300
Sunbury 62/172
CCI 61.0553
CCI 12.0281
CCI 73.0731

Subgroup F3
Type

Head

Bull

Description

F3/3
R
L
Obv: Open-style linear head with no neckline, with or without eye pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull with generally straight back and tail. The legs, which are often
curved, are joined. Exergual line below and two crescents above.
F3/4
R
R
Obv: Open-style linear head with no neckline or eye pellet.
			Rev: Linear bull with straight legs and body. The legs are apart. Exergual line
below and two crescents above.
F3/5
L
Ind
Obv: Open-style linear head with eye pellet, but no neckline.
			Rev: Linear bull with straight legs and body, but direction not obvious. The legs
are apart. Exergual line below and two crescents above.
Subtype

Description

F3/3–1
F3/3–2
F3/4–1
F3/5–1

Head has no eye pellet. Tail may be slightly curved.
Head has eye pellet. Tail is usually straight.
Head has no eye pellet. Tail is at an angle to the rear leg and the body is straight.
Head has eye pellet. Bull composed of straight lines and with a tail-like projection at both ends.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

F3/3–1a
F3/3–2a
F3/3–2b

90
90
90

CCI 61.0538
CCI 68.1058
CCI 73.0789

F3/4–1a
F3/5–1a

270
270

CCI 04.2399
CCI 98.2321

Subgroup F4
Type

Head

Bull

Description

F4/5
L
Ind
Obv: Linear head with neckline and eye pellet unless stated.
			Rev: Linear bull with straight legs and back. Legs are apart unless stated.
Exergual line below and two crescents above.
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Subtype

Description

F4/5–1

No indication of direction faced by bull. Pseudo-tail may appear.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

F4/5–1a
F4/5–1b

270
270

CCI 88.0041
CCI 88.0032

Subgroup G1
Type

Head

Bull

Description

G1/5
L
Ind
Obv: Linear head with neckline and central pellet in ring unless stated.
			Rev: Crude linear bull, usually indeterminate direction; central pellet, exergual
line below and two crescents above.
G1/6
R
Ind
Obv: Linear head with neckline and central pellet in ring unless stated.
			
Rev: Similar to G1/5 but cruder style.
Subtype

Description

G1/5–1	Head and bull usually of neat style (1a), copying type F4/5 but slightly cruder and smaller, and with
an axis of 90 rather than 270 degrees. Related cruder variety (1b) has axis of 270 degrees.
G1/5–2
Head and bull of neat style. Upturned crescent in exergue.
G1/5–3
No central pellet on obverse (blind eye). Probable upturned crescent in exergue.
G1/6–1
Head and bull usually of cruder style than G1/5, and flans usually smaller.
Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

G1/5–1a
G1/5–1b
G1/5–2a
G1/5–3a

90
270
90
90

CCI 88.0026
UKDFD 3908
CCI 88.0014
UKDFD 47113

G1/6–1a
G1/6–1b
G1/6–1c

90/270
270
270

CCI 01.1743
CCI 83.0276
CCI 12.0289

Subgroup G2
Type

Head

G2/5

L

Bull

Description

Ind	Obv: Crude linear outline head with neckline and central pellet in ring unless
stated.
			Rev: Crude linear bull, usually indeterminate direction; central pellet, exergual
line below and one crescent above unless stated.
G2/6
R
Ind	Obv: Crude linear outline head with neckline and central pellet in ring unless
stated.
			
Rev: Similar to G2/5.
Subtype

Description

G2/5–1
G2/5–2
G2/6–1
G2/6–2
G2/6–3
G2/6–4
G2/6–5

Head initially of good style, similar to G1/5-1a, but quickly degenerating to a crude outline.
Upturned crescent in exergue, but none above bull.
Head of crude outline style.
Upturned crescent in exergue. Crescent may or may not appear above bull.
Head outline composed of pellets rather than a continuous line.
No central pellet on obverse (blind eye).
Eye in form of spoked wheel, also two diagonal lines perhaps representing shoulders below.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

G2/5–1a
G2/5–1b
G2/5–1c
G2/5–1d
G2/5–2a
G2/6–1a
G2/6–1b

270
270
90
270
90
90
90

CCI 98.0011
CCI 00.0843
CCI 04.2987
CCI 94.0877
CCI 99.1328
CCI 01.0511
CCI 00.1618

G2/6–1c
G2/6–2a
G2/6–2b
G2/6–3a
G2/6–4a
G2/6–5a

90
90
270
90
90
90

CCI 00.0912
CCI 04.3006
CCI 98.2315
CCI 94.0432
Private coll.
Private coll.
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Subgroup G3
Type

Head

G3/5

L

Bull

Description

Ind	Obv: Crude linear profile with neckline and central pellet in ring unless stated.
No head outline visible.
			Rev: Crude linear bull, indeterminate direction; central pellet, exergual line below
and one crescent above unless stated.
G3/6
R
Ind	Obv: Crude linear profile with neckline and central pellet in ring unless stated.
No head outline visible.
			
Rev: Similar to G3/5.
G3/9
Ind
Ind	Obv: Central pellet in ring with or without neckline. No head outline or face
profile visible.
			
Rev: Similar to G3/5.
Subtype

Description

G3/5–1
Crude face profile and bull, head no longer recognisable as such.
G3/6–1	Crude face profile and bull, head no longer recognisable as such. Crescent may or may not appear
above bull.
G3/6–2
No central pellet on obverse (blind eye). May or may not have neckline.
G3/9–1
No face profile.
G3/9–2
No face profile or neckline. Only the central pellet and ring representing the eye remains.
Variant

Axis

Example shown

Variant

Axis

Example shown

G3/5–1a
G3/6–1a
G3/6–1b

270
90
90

UKDFD 109
CCI 98.0118
CCI 00.1171

G3/6–2a
G3/9–1a
G3/9–2a

90
90
90?

CCI 73.0846
CCI 02.0074
CCI 91.0279

Subgroup G4
Type

Head

G4/6

R

Bull

Description

Ind	Obv: Crude linear outline head or profile with neckline and central pellet in ring
unless stated.
			Rev: Crude linear bull, indeterminate direction; central pellet, exergual line below
and one crescent above unless stated. Rightmost leg of bull inverted.
Subtype

Description

G4/6–1
G4/6–2

Outline of head visible.
No outline of head visible; profile only.

Variant

Axis

Example shown

G4/6–1a
G4/6–2a

90
90

CCI 86.0066
CCI 00.1837
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APPENDIX B: LINE DRAWINGS OF THE FLAT LINEAR POTIN SERIES
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APPENDIX C: CONCORDANCE BETWEEN
HOLMAN, ALLEN, VA AND ABC REFERENCES
Only those Holman references which have a match in the other systems are shown. Note that a number of Allen’s
drawings are not accurate and the concordance is based on the coins used for his models rather than the drawings.
Holman
Allen
VA
ABC
A1/1–1a
A			
A1/1–2b			
141
A1/2–1a		
102–1
144
A2/1–1c		105–1		
A2/1–2a			
147
A2/2–1b		104–1		
B2/2–1c
E			
B2/2–1d
D1			
B2/2–2a
D2			
B2/2–2b
C5
108–3		
B2/4–1b
D3
106–1		
B3/2–4c
C1
108–1
150
B3/2–4d
C3			
B3/2–4f
C2			
B3/2–5a
C4			
B5/1–1a		
110–1		
B5/1–3a		
110–3		
C2/1–1b
B			
C3/1–1a
F1/F4			
C3/1–2b
GB3
115–1 and 117–1		
C3/1–2c
GB1			
C3/1–2d
GB2		
153
C4/1–1b
GA
122–1
162
C5/1–1a			
159
D3/4–1a
GC1
114–1 and 123–1		
D3/4–1b
F5/F7			
D3/4–1c
GC2		
156
D4/4–1b
F6			
D4/4–2c		
119–3		
D6/1–2b		119–1		

Holman
Allen
VA
D6/1–2c
J5
125–3
D7/4–1a
J1
E1/4–2a
J3
E1/4–4a		125–1
E2/2–1b
K1
127–1
E2/2–1c			
E3/4–1a
H1
E3/4–2b
J2		
E4/4–2c
J4
F1/3–1a
H4
F1/3–2a
J6
F1/3–4a
J7
F2/1–1a
L7
F2/1–1b		
133–1
F2/2–2a
L6
131–1
F2/3–2a
L1
F2/3–2c
L3
129–1
F2/3–2f
L5
F2/3–4a
L2
F2/3–10a
H2
F2/3–11a
L4
F3/3–1a
H3
G1/5–1a
M2
136–1
G1/5–2a
M1
G1/6–1b
M3/N1
135–1
G2/5–1b
O2
138–1
G2/6–1a
O1
G3/5–1a
P2
G3/6–1a
P1
139–1
G4/6–2a		137–1

ABC

168
165

171

174
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HOLMAN

APPENDIX D: LIST OF COINS ON PLATES 1−2
	  1.
	  2.
	  3.
	  4.
	  5.
	  6.
	  7.
	  8.
	  9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

A1/1–2b (CCI 95.1045)
A1/2–1a (CCI 84.0038)
A2/1–1b (private collection)
A2/2–1a (private collection)
B1/2–1a (CCI 12.0290)
B2/2–2a (CCI 61.0495)
B2/3–1a (Thurnham hoard)
B2/4–1a (CCI 14.0493)
B3/2–4c (CCI 61.0489)
B3/4–2a (CCI 12.0288)
B4/2–1b (CCI 02.0714)
B5/1–2a (CCI 14.0482)
B5/2–1a (CCI 14.0162)
B5/4–1a (CCI 14.0212)
B6/2–1a (CCI 97.1458)
B6/4–1a (CCI 14.0524)
C1/2–1a (CCI 14.0213)
C2/1–1a (CCI 14.0480)
C3/1–1b (CCI 14.0064)
C3/1–2d (CCI 14.0278)
C4/1–1b (CCI 61.0514)
C5/1–1a (CCI 05.0218)
D2/1–1a (CCI 89.0224)
D2/3–1a (CCI 14.0161)
D3/4–1b (CCI 61.0505)
D4/4–2b (CCI 14.0469)
D5/4–3a (CCI 14.0198)
D5/8–1a (CCI 14.0067)
D6/1–3b (CCI 14.0203)

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

D7/1–2b (CCI 61.0564)
D7/3–2a (CCI 14.0104)
E1/2–1b (PAS-SUR-C68084)
E1/4–2a (CCI 61.0573)
E1/4–5a (PAS-SUR-CC1347)
E2/2–1b (CCI 14.0066)
E2/4–1a (CCI 73.0764)
E3/3–2a (CCI 68.1056)
E3/4–2c (PAS-SUR-9FEB15)
E4/4–2b (CCI 14.0059)
E5/4–1c (CCI 14.0135)
F1/3–2a (CCI 61.0606)
F2/1–1b (CCI 96.1354)
F2/2–2a (CCI 61.0644)
F2/3–2c (CCI 61.0616)
F2/3–11b (CCI 91.0519)
F3/3–1a (CCI 61.0538)
F3/4–1a (CCI 04.2399)
F3/5–1a (CCI 98.2321)
F4/5–1a (CCI 88.0041)
G1/5–1a (CCI 88.0026)
G1/6–1b (PAS-BH-28756A)
G2/5–1c (CCI 04.2987)
G2/6–2a (CCI 04.3006)
G3/5–1a (CCI 99.0298)
G3/6–1a (CCI 98.0118)
G3/9–2a (CCI 91.0279)
G4/6–2a (CCI 00.1837)

Credits
5, 10, 33, 36, 37, 45, 48–50, 55–7 (© Institute of Archaeology, University of Oxford).
7 (© Maidstone Museum)
41, 43, 44, 46 (© Norwich Castle Museum).
1, 11, 15, 22, 42, 47 (© Chris Rudd).
32, 34, 38 (© Surrey County Council / The Portable Antiquities Scheme).
51 (© St Albans District Council / The Portable Antiquities Scheme).
23 (© Trust for Thanet Archaeology).
6, 8, 9, 12–14, 16–21, 24–31, 35, 39, 40, also Fig. 6 (© The Trustees of the Powell-Cotton Museum, Birchington).
2 (© Robert Van Arsdell).
54 (© Mike R. Vosper Coins).
3, 4, 52, 53 (private collections; photographs by David Holman).
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